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THE IN-HOUSE DESIGN AWARDS

As things continue to change,
the role of design as a tool
for experiencing and understanding our world becomes
increasingly important. Armed
with the creativity and expertise to deliver on business objectives, in-house design teams
are uniquely positioned to
craft compelling communications that inform and inspire.
In our 2021 annual, we present
some of the most effective examples of creative solutions
from in-house design teams
across Canada.
In our fourth year presenting
this program, RGD received
150 entries from across North
America. Projects represent
a range of industry sectors
from municipal government
to post-secondary education,
broadcast media to retail to

manufacturing. Each entry
was reviewed by four of our 13
judges with each judge providing
a score for their top 10-15 projects
and selecting one project as
their Judge’s Pick, which are featured as Awards of Distinction.
Awards of Merit represent
entries that received the highest
scores across the judges who
reviewed them.
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2021 Awards Annual
About RGD

ABOUT RGD

Through the Association of
Registered Graphic Designers
(rgd), Canadian designers
exchange ideas, educate and
inspire, set professional
standards and build a strong,
suportive community dedicated
to advocating for the value
of design.
The rgd was created by
government legislation to grant
qualified designers, design
educators and design managers
the right to use the designation
rgd. The rgd designation
offers employers the assurance
of hiring an experienced and
qualified professional who’s
committed to the highest ethical
standards. rgd members have
documented levels of relevant,
professional education and
experience, along with demonstrated competence in design,

strategy, business, accessibility,
research and ethics. Representing
over 4,200 designers, managers,
educators and students, the rgd
advocates on behalf of the profession, communicating the invaluable
contributions of graphic designers to commerce, culture and
society. rgd programs include our
DesignThinkers Conference
which takes place annually
in Toronto and Vancouver, the
biannual Creative Earners National Survey, professional Awards
for social good design and inhouse design, the DesignThinker
of the Year Award, Student
Awards, mentorship and extensive
professional development programs and resources.

FOR MORE,
VISIT

RGD.CA
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2021 Judges

Judges selected the best work based on colour, composition,
typography and imagery as displayed in various media, as well as
promotional design, creativity, strategy, clarity and overall impact
of messaging. Each judge was given entries based on his or her
sector and scored entries based on the criteria listed above.

Genevieve Diana
Beharry Campbell
RGD

DESIGN DIRECTOR
AT 48NORTH
TORONTO, ON

Genevieve has over 15 years of
experience as a multi-disciplinary
designer and creative lead.
Her background working on notable
brands such as Rexall, Canadian
Tire, Virgin Mobile and IKEA have
lead her to her current role as Design Director of the award-winning
cannabis company 48North.
Her passion lies in creating authentic experiences for brands and
their consumers, through a strategic
and design-minded eye. Her achievements include awards wins at
One Show, adccs, Applied Arts
and Communication Arts.

Cari Bird
CREATIVE LEAD AT EMILY CARR
UNIVERSITY OF ART + DESIGN
VANCOUVER, BC

Cari is a creative thinker, strategist
and designer. Her work at Emily
Carr encompasses brand and creative strategy, art direction, graphic
design and project management.
Cari’s work at Emily Carr has garnered awards including an RGD InHouse Design Award for the Emily
Carr Viewbook in 2017. Before
joining Emily Carr, Cari worked in a
range of large and boutique design
firms and ad agencies in Vancouver and abroad. Her clients included Colgate Palmolive, HSBC Bank,
America’s Cup, Anne Geddes
and Mountain Equipment Co-op.

MANAGER OF DIGITAL
EXPERIENCE OPERATIONS AT
ALBERTA BLUE CROSS
SPRUCE GROVE, AB

Diana is an experienced usability
engineer, human-centered designer, accessibility champion and
digital strategist who has dedicated
her career to helping bridge the
gap between real people and busi
ness goals. Starting her career as
a print based Graphic Designer,
she worked in a variety of fields
from newspaper printing to small
business. Recognizing the changing landscape, Diana focused
her drive on continuing education
and a passion for life-long learning,
transitioned into the digital space.
As the now manager of Digital
Experience operations at Alberta
Blue Cross, she has been recognized for her extraordinary
commitment to innovation and
purpose-driven strategy, bringing in new business growth and
increasing the retention rate on
a multitude of digital platforms.

Chuck
Chan
EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR,
INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS, AT
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
TORONTO, ON

Chuck has been working in graphic
design, user-interface design,
product development, branding,
marketing communications and
fundraising in higher education
for 25 years. He started his U of T
career at the Faculty of Kinesiology
and Physical Education eventually
serving as the Acting Director of
Communications. While there,

Chuck designed the U of T Varsity
Blues and athletic brands. He then
joined Brand Development and
Trademark Programs, helping to
implement U of T’s first anti-sweatshop and ethical sourcing program
before assuming the position of
Creative Director with Advancement Communications and
Marketing. During this time, Chuck
was the creative lead in the largest
fundraising campaign in Canadian
history. With 100K+ donors, across
nearly 100 countries and spanning
7 years, Boundless: The Campaign
for the University of Toronto, raised
over $2.6 billion. Chuck is currently
the Executive Creative Director,
Integrated Marketing Communications for U of T’s Communications
and Advancement portfolios. Prior
to U of T, Chuck worked at IBM
Canada and the Weather Network.

York, Hawaii, Los Angeles and
Paris, she’s authentically gained
insight on how communities and
cultures cross-pollinate into creating thriving and engaging brands.

Yen Chu

RGD

CREATIVE DIRECTOR, DESIGN AT
ROGERS SPORTS & MEDIA
TORONTO, ON

Fueled by a love for culture, community and travel, Yen is a graphic
designer and creative director with
two decades of practice in design
and direction at some of Canada’s
premier branding, advertising and
design firms. Recognized for her
ability to distill communications
challenges to their essence, realize
solutions which are smart and
surprising, create impactful design
in print or pixel, and a passion to
lead design teams to do the same,
Yen understands the link between
ideas, execution, and business.
She also shares her experience by
helping guide emerging creatives
from various design universities
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
into the great Canadian design
AT KITS EYEWEAR
landscape. Recognized by: AdverVANCOUVER, BC
tising and Design Club of Canada
(ADCC), Applied Arts Magazine,
With a B.Science and B.Design,
AR 100, Canadian Marketing
Mari’s world has always been curious, analytical and creative. Over Association, Cannes Lion, Communication Arts, Coupe Magazine,
the past 10 years, she has led inDesign@Work (RGD), One Show,
house creative for notable brands
including: Lululemon, INDOCHINO, Unisource NuARs.
Vega, JOEY Restaurant Group,
2010 Vancouver Olympics and
Teck Resources Limited. She also
has experience as a Design Professor (Graphic Design) at VancouRGD
ver Community College leading a
classroom of 30+ creatives. Most
CREATIVE SERVICES COORDINATOR
recently, Mari has taken on the
THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF
role of Creative Director at KITS
LINCOLN, ON
Eyewear, where she is leading the
brand, product and sustainability
strategies. What inspires Mari’s
Barbara is a creative thinker and
brand strategy and storytelling apvisual communicator with 20 years
proach is the adventure, depth and of in-house design experience.
spontaneity of travel. Having been
She values the process of crafting
immersed in journeys across Abu
ideas and stories into design
Dhabi, Chile, Alaska, Japan, New
solutions that are engaging and

Mari
Chijiiwa

Barbara
Dunn

inspiring. With the Town of Lincoln,
she develops design communications to promote services and
programs for the community. As
the Senior Manager, Design and
Advertising for Penguin Random
House Canada, she collaborated
on projects for some of the world’s
award-winning and best-selling authors. She is proud to have co-authored a published book on caring
for aging parents. Her hand-drawn,
edible art designs were featured
in wedding magazines when she
owned a cake business with her
twin sister. She holds an Honours
Bachelor of Design degree from
York University/Sheridan College
and an Honours Bachelor of Arts
degree in Psychology and Mass
Communications from York University. Barbara brings her energy and
dedication, a love of design and a
pursuit for creativity to all her work.

Maggie
Fost
HEAD OF CREATIVE SHOP AT
FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM, CANADA
TORONTO, ON

Maggie leads Facebook’s Creative
Shop in Canada, collaborating with
brands, agencies, non-profits and
studios to transform the way ideas
are built for a mobile world. She
brings 20 years of experience as
an award-winning Creative Director
and Designer for digital and analog
spaces, creating work for global
brands like Sonos, Samsung and
iRobot, as well as cultural institutions and non-profits including the
Nasher Museum of Art and Slow
Food International. She was the
founding Creative Director of indie
record label Merge Records for
10 years, overseeing the design
of album covers and packaging,
festivals, advertising and digital.
She holds an MFA in Design from
California College of the Arts
and a BA from Bowdoin College.

She has taught design at North
Carolina State University and in the
Graduate Design program at York
University.

Kyle
Hardtman
CREATIVE LEAD
AT CADILLAC FAIRVIEW
TORONTO, ON

Kyle is a creative typophile with a
flair for solving design problems
with truly innovative solutions. At
Cadillac Fairview, he collaborates
with global retail brands, artists,
studios and creative shops to
create enhanced visual experiences. He brings 13 years of agency
and in-house expertise, working
with clients such as Nordstrom,
Saks Fifth Avenue, the Canadian
Olympic Committee, Lyft, Apple,
Harry Rosen and Red Bull. These
experiences have led to published
books, design awards, major international retail brand partnerships
and exposure to some of the most
creative leaders and teams in retail,
architecture and real estate.

Trinette
Klein
RGD

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER AT
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF YORK
NEWMARKET, ON

Trinette is a graphic designer, artist
and communications specialist
with over 15 years of experience
in non-profit and public sectors.
She believes that being conscious
of the infinite ways design shapes
our world is the first step towards
making positive, intentional change
within our communities and around
the globe. As a visual learner and
communicator, she is passionate
about collaborating with her clients

to build authentic brands and
convey strong, clear messages to
the right audience. Her projects in
Community and Health Services
focus on producing and executing
communication strategies for York
Region residents around issues
of diversity and inclusion, homelessness, welcoming newcomers
to Canada and the region-wide
Public Health and Social Services
response to COVID-19. She holds
an advanced diploma in Graphic
Design from Seneca College.

Sheela
Ramtuhol

PROV. RGD

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
AT CLOUDLI COMMUNICATIONS
MONTREAL, QC

Sheela is an award-winning
multi-disciplinary designer specializing in branding, logo, app and
web design. In 2020, she delivered
a complete company rebrand
for Cloudli Communications and
redesigned the UI/UX for Cloudli
communications app, which helps
empower remote work by small
businesses. Her achievements
include winning an RGD In-House
Design Award in 2019; helping
launch books by two NY Times
best-selling authors, one of which
became a successful Netflix documentary series and the other is in
discussion with the History Channel. As a designer with a critical eye,
Sheela seeks to understand users,
challenge assumptions, redefine
problems and create innovative
solutions to prototype and test.
Her work can be seen at
sheela.design.

Umar
Shahzad
RGD

VP OF DESIGN AT LAUNCHGOOD
MARKHAM, ON

Umar Shahzad RGD is a creative
professional based in Markham,
Ontario. Over his 15 years in the
industry, he has worked with many
small business, organizations, and
startups. He is VP of Design at
LaunchGood, a crowdfunding platform that has helped over 20,000
campaigns raise almost $200 million. He works collaboratively with
a global team to build an inspired
future. Umar has previously served
on RGD’s Board of Directors, and
as a Director on the Certification
Board.

Laurence
Smink
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS &
MARKETING AT BEARHILL BREWING CO
CALGARY, AB

Laurence is a multi-disciplinary
designer and brand, marketing and
creative leader currently based
in Calgary, AB. He’s spent over
20 years creating unique brand
experiences at agencies, in-house
and freelance. He approaches
creativity through a strategic lens
– never content to colour inside the
lines, his work has included communications design, brand identity
design, advertising, event production, video and animation, writing
and editorial. Clients have included
Harrah’s Entertainment, Bristol
Myers Squibb, Sony Rewards,
BlackRock, Big Rock Brewery
and Ubisoft.
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Awards of Distinction
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2021

Bow Valley College
Bruce Power
Deloitte
Deloitte
DKB Brands
HarperCollins Canada / Harlequin

Pg.16
Pg.18
Pg.20
Pg.22
Pg.24
Pg.26

HarperCollins Canada / Harlequin
hcma
RBC Ventures
Ryerson University
Ryerson University
University Affairs
Science World

Pg.28
Pg.30
Pg.32
Pg.34
Pg.36
Pg.38
Pg.40
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JOSH MCINERNEY RGD

SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIST:
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS:
ANIMATOR:

RICKY ZANSKEY
JACQUIE FOSTER, BEAU RYAN
BEAU RYAN

CREATIVE SERVICE SPECIALIST:
PRODUCTION DESIGNER:
PHOTOGRAPHER:

SCOTT GRAY
ARA SHIMOON
CHRIS BOLIN

VIDEOGRAPHER:

JESSE KLEIN-WALLER

CAMPAIGN MARKETING SPECIALIST:
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER:
MARKETING OPERATIONS SPECIALIST:

LILIANA IVANKOVIC
PATRICIA BAILEY
CORRINA DECK

Spring
Recruitment
Campaign 2020
ey
Bow Vall
e
g
e
ll
Co

Posters

Posters

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

This is a fantastic representation of how colour
brought together with certain shapes and typography
can elicit certain feelings. There is a wonderful ethnic
representation and excellent brand cohesiveness
within this campaign.

Targeting both domestic (within Alberta) and international audiences, this awareness and community engagement
campaign tells a story of resilience, resourcefulness and
unity. By making emotional connections with audiences
through storytelling, recruitment activities and strategic
media placements, it offers a message of optimism and
presents new opportunities for the future. To address the
changing media landscape during the covid-19 pandemic,
the campaign prioritized digital channels over traditional
media placements. Overall the campaign achieved over
10 MM impressions and successfully improved audience
awareness of the college.

— DIANA CAMPBELL RGD
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Powering the
Future
Publication

wer
Bruce Po

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
PHOTOGRAPHER:
COPYWRITER:

ERIN GRANDMAISON RGD
RILEY SNELLING
STEVE MCALLISTOR

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

The unconventional use of a 13.5-foot format invites
the reader to really engage with the publication. This is
compounded with gorgeous photography. There is no
pressure to fill each page with text — the white space
provides ample breathing room and allows the content
to shine.

To tell the story of a vibrant, growing company through
the eyes of its employees, a 13.5-foot accordion-style design was used to symbolize the vast future ahead. Offset
printed on HannoArt – FSC Certified 100 lb. cover, then
hand-assembled and spliced, the print format complements the wide perspective of the piece and ties the pages
together. The annual report uses visuals to provide a
comprehensive narrative addressing wider impacts within the company and also serves as a marketing tool and
coffee table book for visitors.

– UMAR SHAHZAD RGD
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Disrupting the bear campaign: Internal, Toronto, ON

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

DEB PETERSON

LEAD DESIGNER:
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS:

JOSH MANDUCK
YUKA SEIRIKI, JESSICA DEVAAL, LAURA TUTTLE

COPYWRITER:

ANDREW GALE

VIDEO PRODUCER:

MAURIZIO CHEN

Disrupting the bear campaign: Internal, Montreal, QC

Deloitte

Disrupting
The Bear Campaign
campaign: Internal, Calgary, AB & Vancouver, BC
Elevator copy translation:
Roar back. Have courage in th face of an uncertain economy.

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

An intelligent, engaging and immersive campaign that
synthesizes omni-channel design in an unexpected, yet
intentional experience. It consistently communicates
a core idea grounded in strong symbolism, while executing creative variations through clever copywriting,
focused imagery and impactful integration with both
digital and physical environments. This is an outstanding example of how design thinking can truly transform
a traditionally objective theme into a bold and captivating activation.

This demand-generation initiative successfully positioned
Deloitte as a leader in helping clients proactively plan for
a future economic downturn and build a foundation of
strength to grow from when the economy rebounds. Bear
and forest imagery was used with a subtle financial line
graph visual tying in Canada’s well-known wilderness
with an economic/business focus. Massive market impact
was achieved through the fast delivery of insights through
podcasts, digital promotions and physical takeovers of
multiple key office locations across Canada with print
and digital signage. Designs were activated nationally in
12 internal offices with over 7,500 footprint impressions.
The external UPX campaign achieved higher click-through
rates on digital ads than competitors, accompanied by
35,000 daily impressions of physical signage with the audience totalling 3,920,000 physical impressions over the
span of the campaign.

— MARI CHIJIIWA
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DIRECTOR, HEAD OF AGENCY:

DEB PETERSON

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
ASSOCIATE CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
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MONIQUE AH-SUE
DONNA GRAFFI-SMITH RGD

LEAD DESIGNER:

TRACY TAHARA

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

YUKA SEIRIKI

VIDEO PRODUCER:

LANCE GODDARD

SOUND MIX AND DESIGN:

PETER YAKE (EXT)

ANIMATION:

YOHO YUE (EXT)

ILLUSTRATION:

THE BRAVE UNION (EXT)

Deloitte

Women@Work
Global
Campaign
DELOITTE CANADA

Women @ work—Hero animation

DELOITTE CANADA

Women @ work—Report

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT
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This project was solid in its design and execution, with
strong use of type and colour palette. It captures an
emotional response with both the video and the animation. The video in particular really struck a chord with
me with the vanishing women and the bold text of the
stats coming in – it was a powerful visual.
— CARI BIRD

Deloitte Global surveyed 5,000 working women across
10 countries about the impact of the covid-19 pandemic
and the state of gender equality in the workplace and
found that women have been disproportionately impacted
by the covid-19 pandemic and the economic downturn.
Through custom illustration of the “She conquers: hero
image, integrated with brand guidelines, the project
brings awareness to the challenges that women continue
to face in the workplace and outlines tangible steps for
organizations to improve culture, policies, and communication around gender equality. The cohesive campaign
included a report, landing page, animation, video, and
social media post images. The campaign received worldwide exposure with results that exceeded average views
for Canadian campaigns.

The pandemic has widened the gap. In 2020, as 114 million
jobs were lost across the globe, employment losses for
women were at 5%, compared with 3.9% for men.2
And studies have found that during the crisis women
assumed additional responsibilities, such as taking on
more household, childcare, and other caring duties—
while continuing to work.3

Even before the
COVID-19 pandemic
overtook the globe in
early 2020, inequities
were holding women
back in the workplace.
In 2020, women globally
earned 81 cents for
every dollar earned
by men.1
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To understand the impact of the pandemic on gender
equality in the workplace, Deloitte Global conducted a
survey of 5,000 women across 10 countries between
November 2020 and March 2021. The survey probed
several areas relating to their work lives, including
their experiences during the pandemic and career
expectations for the future. Respondents varied
across age groups and the data from the survey
has also enabled analysis through the intersectional
lenses of race and ethnicity and sexual orientation
and gender identity.

The survey findings indicate
that gender equality in the
workplace regressed during the
pandemic. But the findings also
demonstrate the vital role that
employers can play in reversing
that trend.

2

3

Executive summary

Highlights
WOMEN’S WELLBEING HAS FALLEN
SINCE THE PANDEMIC
Healthy boundaries between work and home
have deteriorated. Only 22% of women believe
that their employers have enabled them to
establish clear boundaries between work and
personal hours. As many as 77% of women
say their workload has increased and 51% of
women feel less optimistic about their career
prospects today than they did before the
pandemic, and 29% of the women who said
their career isn’t progressing as fast as they
would like (59% of the total sample) say poor
mental health is one of the reasons for this.

WOMEN CONTINUE TO DEAL WITH
NON‑INCLUSIVE BEHAVIOR AT WORK,
EVEN IN THE VIRTUAL WORKPLACE
More than half have experienced some form
of harassment or microaggression in the
past year, ranging from the belief that their
judgment is being questioned because they
are women to experiencing disparaging and/
or sexual comments. The data also shows
that many of these events go unreported to
employers, with concerns over career penalty
being one of the main reasons cited.

51%

feel less optimistic
about their career
prospects today

52%

have experienced
some form of
harassment
or microaggression
in the past year

57%

say they plan to
leave their current
job within two years

CHAPTER 1

A perfect storm

According to the World Economic Forum (WEF),4 the pandemic has
set gender parity efforts back by a generation or more. Business
leaders cannot ignore this. If they do not move to proactively address
gender inequality in the workplace, they are likely to lose some of
their best people—and may struggle to recruit younger talent, who
choose employers that demonstrate a truly inclusive culture.
4

6

Chapter 3

Conclusion: Now is the time
Women make up at least
40% of the workforce
in most countries,7 and
more than 50% in the
United States8 and the
European Union.9

Despite these figures, and many years of focus
on gender equality in the workplace, there
is still a significant amount of progress to be
made. And COVID-19 has made it worse.
However, the pandemic may also actually

LAGGING ORGANIZATIONS SUFFER GREATER
ATTRITION OF WOMEN
In further proof that being a lagging organization is
bad for business, 89% of women working for lagging
organizations say that their organization’s commitment
to supporting them during the pandemic has been
insufficient, and 22% rate their ability to switch off as
“extremely poor.” These negative experiences could have
long-term implications for their careers: 43% of women
working for lagging organizations are considering leaving
their employers in less than one year.

Chart 11 – Women working for gender equality leaders also have better work‑life balance
and motivation – both pre‑COVID‑19 and today

Chart 10 – How long do you plan to stay with your
current employer?

Physical health/wellbeing

84%
67%

62%
25%

82%
68%

25%

80%
64%

31%

30%

take action to rebuild better. But this means

Your ability to switch oﬀ

25%

61%

17%

acting now. Unless we reverse the harm done

59%
16%

Motivation at work

59%

45%

help to spur gender equality—as long as we

Work-life balance

25%

13%

69%

53%

7%

over the past year, the impact will be felt by

3%

1%

I am currently
looking for a
new role with
a different
organization

female employees around the globe as well
as the organizations that will miss their critical

Less than
a year

1%

1-2 years

Gender equality leaders

contributions for decades to come.
19

2-5 years

More than
5 years

Lagging organizations

Q18: Given the current circumstances, how much longer do you expect to stay with
your employer?

Pre-COVID – Gender equality leaders

Pre-COVID – Lagging organizations

Today – Gender equality leaders

Today – Lagging organizations

Q2: How would you rate each of the following aspects of your life pre-COVID-19? Chart shows % of women
who selected “good” or “extremely good”?
Q3: How would you rate each of the following aspects of your life today? Chart shows % of women who
selected “good” or “extremely good”?
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nds
DKB Bra

Dokkaebier
Branding
& Packaging
ART DIRECTOR:

JI-AH PARK

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

I was blown away by the minimalist design.
The product concept is simple, clean, easy to distinguish, and elusive even. It begs to be picked up
and examined. The stop animation in the socials felt
quirky, just like the beer. The socials continued the
narrative and pushed the mystery that surrounds
the product. It doesn’t take long for curiosity to spark
a conversation about it. Like any great design, this
lures you in and holds you in place for contemplation.

Inspired by the “dokkaebi,” a shape-shifting Korean
folklore creature, this distinctive logo and visual identity
highlights the playful spirit and Korean influence behind
the brand. The can design is separated into two categories: “experimental” using white labels to indicate carte
blanche flavours and “core brews” using colour labels
with unique design pulled from Korean folk art. As one
of the first craft beer brands to infuse Asian ingredients,
the packaging uses illustrations and icons to educate consumers on the different flavour profiles. Since its launch
in February 2020, Dokkaebier has grown organically,
raising $360k in sales in California alone. Dokkaebier
was selected as a finalist for 2020 Brewbound Pitch Slam
Competition and has carried out successful collaborations including one with Minari (Oscar nominated movie
of 2021). Proceeds were used to help the AAPI community.

— SHEELA RAMTUHOL PROV. RGD
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The Speed
of Falling Objects
Book Cover

nada
ollins Ca
HarperCarlequin
/H

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

ERIN CRAIG RGD

ART DIRECTOR:

GIGI LAU RGD

ILLUSTRATORS:

KAI AND SUNNY

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

The cover design successfully immerses you into the
novel even before turning the first page. The combination of the leaves, dots and stars gives a real sense
of movement to the composition. The title typography
cleverly and subtly echoes that perception of speed.
The colours give a sense of place in an eye-catching and
elegant way. The overall concept captures the reader’s attention, drawing them in and telling a story that
wants to be read. It is beautifully done.

The book cover integrates title and story elements while
maintaining a commercial “big book” feel with the design,
which captures the story’s mix of many different themes.
Part adventure, part coming of age, part romance, part
family drama, part suspense, the story is about a young
teenager’s search for a connection with her wilderness-survival celebrity father after their plane crashes in
the middle of the jungle. Leaning into the title, the design
incorporates the idea of “falling” using one point perspective. The big bold type and perspective illustration made
this cover stand out from other books in the Young Adult
Fiction category. It was recognized in the Best of Editorial
Design category in the Applied Arts 2020 edition.

— BARBARA DUNN RGD
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HARDCOVER DESIGN:

TOP LEFT

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

ERIN CRAIG RGD

ART DIRECTOR:

KATHLEEN OUDIT

DESIGNER:

MARY LUNA

IMAGE RESEARCHER:

KAREN BECKER

TRADE PAPERBACK DESIGN:
CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

TOP RIGHT

ERIN CRAIG RGD

ART DIRECTOR:

KATHLEEN OUDIT

DESIGNER:

ELITA SIDIROPOULOU

PROMOTIONAL MARKETING:
DESIGNERS:

BOTTOM

ARBITER CREATIVE, YANA STEPCHENKO
AND BO ROBERTS LEUNG

MARKETING:
PRODUCTION:

STEFANIE BUSZYNSKI
DEB BROWN, BRUNO CYWINSK

nada
ollins Ca
HarperCarlequin
/H

The Ventriloquists
Book Cover
JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

I found this work to be intriguing and beautiful.
The design conveys a depth of meaning that immediately takes the viewer back in time to a realistic WWII
setting. An astute use of colour and typography pulls
the composition together neatly. These book covers
demonstrate originality and resourcefulness in the
thoughtful way they engage the reader from the very
first glance.

To capture the WWII setting and honour the unique elements of this author’s debut novel, the key challenge was
to find a powerful image that would capture the defining
story element: a battle fought with words and ideas.
For the hardcover design, a collage illustration layers the
place, time and the typewriter as a key story element to
communicate the power wielded by ordinary people in an
extraordinary battle. The trade paperback version was
designed to reach a more commercial audience, depicting
a narrative scene with a character who comes to represent the book’s message of strength and resistance found
in unlikely places. Research for the cover led the team to
secure reproduction rights for the original “le Soir”
newspaper that is central to the story, which became a
key design element for the book’s marketing materials.
The book was very well received and achieved an exceptional volume of media coverage for a debut.

— TRINETTE KLEIN RGD
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JUDGE’S PICK

A beautiful synergy of form and function. hcma truly
differentiates themselves from their competitors with
this warm, curious and playful approach to its branding, a stark contrast to the more minimalist looks of
many other firms. This rebrand is thoughtful and considered. There is a humanity and tactility in this approach that really brings everything to life and reflects
who they are as a company and brand.
— GENEVIEVE BEHARRY

hcma
Rebrand

hcma

CREATIVE & ART DIRECTOR:
PRODUCTION LEAD:
WRITER:
ILLUSTRATOR & PHOTOGRAPHER:
VIDEOGRAPHER:

BONNIE RETIEF
JUDY BAU
JADE BARRETT
JACKIE DIVES
INDER NIRWAN

PROJECT

The new brand identity moves away from the stark visual
conventions of the architectural world in favor of a warmer, more approachable look and feel to reinforce hcma’s
commitment to strengthening community bonds. A dominant outer rectangle composed of unique letter forms
represents an analogy for hcma: a collective of individuals
with unique strengths and curiosities that create a total
greater than the sum of its parts. A composition pattern
of silhouettes symbolizes the overlap between projects,
learning cycles and disciplines. The team has incorporat-

ed the brand ethos in other tangible applications across
the firm. Canvas notebooks in a range of colours are
unique for each team member and standard coffee mugs
have been replaced by pieces commissioned from a local
artist. The project has been featured on the blog and podcast Brand New and has been covered by Applied Arts,
Creativepool, Transform, and Dexigner.

This identity is full of personality and contains a multitude of elements which all very successfully serve
to convey the uniqueness and approach of the firm it
represents. It’s enigmatic in that it feels entirely organic and spontaneous and yet, there’s design rigour and
thinking behind all the shapes, textures and colours
selected. I love that there’s room throughout this identity for everyone to find a corner for themselves and
yet, it all adds up to a unified, cohesive voice. Whether
approached at a micro or macro level, the more I spend
time with this identity, the more there is to discover.
— YEN CHU RGD
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PROJECT

With the acquisition of Legal tech platform Founded, which included an expanded suite of products and services,
Ownr has become the nexus for entrepreneurs looking to launch their business. The new brand system incorporates contemporary visual elements to
better represent the updated offerings.
A brighter palette and san serif fonts
give the brand more life and provide a
modern and mature look. Photos of entrepreneurs help attract and inspire the
next generation of Ownr users, while
stacked, sorted, animated half circles
convey the key messages in an energetic
and memorable way. The identity system successfully communicates Ownr’s
meaning, encapsulating both flexibility
and potential for growth.

tures
RBC Ven

Ownr
Rebrand
JUDGE’S PICK

Given the business to business audience, this project
presents itself in a positive and hopeful way through
the use of strong visuals and inspiring messaging. The
use of colour and imagery reflect the diversity of the
brand’s entrepreneurial audience in an exciting and
compelling way. Despite its diversity, the brand feels
cohesive and translates very well across media. It has a
modern sensibility that’s fun and flexible.

IN-HOUSE AGENCY:

STRATEGIC DESIGN, RBC VENTURES’ IN-HOUSE
CONSUMER INSIGHTS AND DESIGN TEAM

CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER:
CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
ART DIRECTOR:
DESIGNERS:
WRITER:
UI DESIGNERS:
VENTURE TEAM:

HECTOR CRESPO
DANIEL KAPLAN
JESSICA ATKINSON
ANGELA MILANA, SAM JOHNSTONE, PETER LEE
CASSI KAPLAN
SOOJIN CHA, JUHEE KIM
SHADI MCISAAC, ZAEEM SARWAR, TRAVIS HOULETTE,

STEPH DAVIDSON, DEREK HOPFNER, JACQUELINE DE SOUSA
— LAURENCE SMINK
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Reputation
Campaign 2020
y
Universit
Ryerson

JUDGE’S PICK

Fantastic execution of design,
colour, type. Project results were
phenomenal. A win for Ryerson.
Illustration is spot on.
— KYLE HARDTMAN

PROJECT

To position Ryerson as a leader in community-focused
research and innovation initiatives, the campaign was
designed to increase awareness of three key areas: the
anticipated impact of Ryerson’s research on local and
international communities; the organization’s approach
to talent development, with a focus on fostering an entrepreneurial mindset through collaboration with industry
partners and government; and Ryerson’s international
reach, delivering scalable solutions to challenges around

the world. An illustrated approach allowed for the depiction of future impact and international scope, leaving
room for audiences to imagine the possibilities of where
the research might lead. Vignettes narrated by alumnus
Eric McCormack tell six distinct stories representing
six different pillars of research. The campaign yielded
significantly wider reach and stronger engagement compared to the 2019 campaign, achieving over seven million
estimated impressions and over 75,000 pageviews of the
campaign microsite.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
ART DIRECTOR & GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
MARKETING DIRECTOR:

SABIHA SMITH
NIK FIRKA RGD
JIM WENTZELL

CONTENT STRATEGY:

DEREK FLACK

COPYWRITER:

SABIHA SMITH

VIDEO DIRECTOR & EDITOR:

MARKETING OFFICER:

KRISTEN GEIGER

ILLUSTRATION & VIDEO ANIMATION:

DIGITAL MARKETING OFFICER:

CRISTINA BLESA

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT:

NIKITA OVSYANNIKOV
POLYESTER STUDIO
YOU X VENTURES, JIWON BANG
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CREATIVE DIRECTOR & ART DIRECTOR:
MARKETING DIRECTOR:

DANIEL COUTO
JIM WENTZELL

MARKETING OFFICER:
PROJECT LEADS:
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KELLY ZINKIEWICH
PHILL REGO, KIM MCDONALD

COPYWRITER:
VIDEO PRODUCERS:

DEREK FLACK
KELLY ZINKIEWICH,
DEREK FLACK

VIDEO DIRECTOR, EDITOR & ANIMATOR:

NIKITA OVSYANNIKOV

Virtual
Convocation Videos,
Spring 2020
y
Universit
Ryerson

JUDGE’S PICK

PROJECT

The Ryerson creative team addressed a 2020 challenge
with a 2020 solution. These videos convey triumph
without erasing the inherent loss. The sudden, enduring
campus diaspora was transformed into a storytelling
strength. By showcasing a broad spectrum of student
faces and the homes they belong to, this convocation
video reveals more humanity than we may have had
access to if graduation had been in person. The different ways the students created their cue cards adds personality and dimension, while the bold graphic frame
serves to polish and unify. The sound, too, delivered on
the complexity of the experience it captured, genuinely
evoking the nuanced emotions specific to this moment.

Ryerson University pivoted to online learning during the
covid-19 pandemic, which meant many aspects of the university experience became virtual, including convocation.
Two videos were created to emotionally reunite students
who had spent several months apart, creating a feeling of
joy and celebration in a time of uncertainty. More than 40
video clips were submitted by students to help create the
student celebration video, which used upbeat images, language and sounds to help audiences take a break from the
stress of the pandemic. More than 7,500 students were
approved to graduate and begin their new relationship
with Ryerson University as alumni. The virtual convocation videos were well received and marked an important
step in building these important alumni relationships
with the class of 2020.

— MAGGIE FOST
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KEEPERS

Affaires universitaires fête ses 60 ans
7 university leaders on the future
of higher education in Canada
7 intervenants universitaires sur
l’avenir de l’enseignement supérieur
au Canada

Archives are adapting to an era of
digitization and decolonization
by Erika Thorkelson
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Compiled by Moira MacDonald Photography by Paul Weeks

The design work is very strong. It’s playful, stylish
and memorable. Great use of archival photography
and selection of promotional products. Overall a
strong campaign.

par Moira MacDonald Photographie par Paul Weeks

Campus

Campus

Six decades of higher-ed news

WHAT DOES THE

From May through September, University Affairs
staff have been making our way through the archives
in honour of the magazine’s 60th anniversary this
month. In the process, we’ve unearthed the stories
that mattered most in our six decades of publishing
(plus a few that are just too novel not to share) and
collected them in a series of interactive timelines on
our website at universityaffairs.ca/60th-anniversary.
Here’s a summary of what we dug up.

QUE RÉSERVE

1960s

— CHUCK CHAN

HOLD FOR CANADA’S
UNIVERSITIES?

AUX UNIVERSITÉS
CANADIENNES?

Seven higher-education observers offer their views on the
challenges – and opportunities – that lie ahead

Sept intervenants de l’enseignement supérieur donnent leurs
points de vue sur les défis, et les possibilités, à venir
www.affairesuniversitaires.ca / octobre 2019 / 11

UA celebrates 60 years of publishing / Special Issue / October 2019

1970

Swinging Sixties

C’est parti, mon kiki!

it was during the Swinging Sixties that
Canadian universities woke up to the fact that
international students are a significant and distinct group requiring specialized consideration,
care and service; to operating on a year-round
calendar; and to the power of student activism.
The decade also saw the federal government start
downloading responsibility for postsecondary
education to the provinces, and the birth of the
Association of Universities and Colleges Canada
(now Universities Canada, publisher of UA),
which replaced the National Conference of
Canadian Universities. The good: In 1962, a
woman was appointed chancellor for the first
time at a Canadian university. The bad: In our
coverage of the University of British Columbia
appointment, we identified Phyllis Ross as “Mrs.
Frank M. Ross.”

cette décennie mouvementée commence par
une étude sur la rémunération; le salaire médian
du corps professoral à temps plein est de 12 224
dollars. Enjeu connexe : la négociation collective.
Des rapports marquants sont produits au cours
des années 1970, dont celui de la Commission
royale d’enquête sur le statut de la femme, qui
démontre clairement que les données sur les
femmes à l’université sont pratiquement inexistantes, et le Rapport de la Commission sur les
études canadiennes (AUCC, 1976), qui donnera
l’élan nécessaire au nouveau domaine des études
canadiennes pendant des décennies au pays et
à l’étranger. Bon coup : le Conseil de recherches
en sciences humaines lance ses activités le
1er avril 1978 (sans blague!). Défi : nous publions
le premier de nombreux articles sur le déclin des
aptitudes en rédaction chez les étudiants.

8 / www.universityaffairs.ca / October 2019

1980s

2000s

Totally radical

Early Aughts

the 1980s were marked by the rise of computers,
conservatism and a creeping cynicism about the
future (this was an era of recessions and Cold
War, after all). But there was much to cheer, too:
the decade gave us the Canadian Federation of
Students, the Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research, the 3M Teaching Fellowships and the
National Educational Association of Disabled
Students. And in 1986, McGill University was
the first institution in Canada to divest holdings
in South Africa in protest against the apartheid
regime. The good: John Polanyi, a professor at
the University of Toronto, won the Nobel Prize
for Chemistry in 1986. The bad: That same day,
the National Research Council announced drastic cutbacks to research funding and, ironically,
one of the downsized units was photochemistry
and kinetics – Dr. Polanyi’s home as an earlycareer researcher in the 1950s.

instead of partying like it’s 1999 in the lead
up to the new millennium, universities were
embroiled in Y2K panic along with the rest of
the rapidly digitizing world. Once the comedown
wore off, we moved on to other concerns: the
contentious launch of the Canada Research
Chairs program, the end to mandatory retirement in Ontario, the new “Millennial” generation, a crippling lack of federal funding into
research and development, and laptop bans in
classrooms. The good: UA launched its first blogs,
Margin Notes and Career Sense, in 2008. The bad:
A more connected world means we’re more
aware of the many tragedies happening around
the world, and this decade saw many – terrorist
attacks against the U.S. on Sept. 11, 2001, wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004, and the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina in 2005.

1990
Composez le 411
à bien des égards, cette décennie se définit par
la connectivité. Elle nous a donné entre autres
Internet, l’expansion rapide des réseaux de câblodistribution et l’intensification des expériences
sur l’enseignement à distance. Du côté du corps
professoral, on remarque que les femmes y prennent de plus en plus leur place. Les administrateurs universitaires cherchent par ailleurs à
joindre les étudiants potentiels au-delà des frontières et à attirer davantage d’étudiants étrangers
sur les campus. Bon coup : autre prix Nobel de
chimie, remis cette fois à Michael Smith de
l’Université de la Colombie-Britanniqueen 1993.
Défi : le 6 décembre 1989, 14 femmes perdent
la vie au cours d’une fusillade à l’École polytechnique. Cette tragédie ciblant les étudiantes
ébranle profondément le pays et catalyse le
mouvement féministe au Canada pendant la
décennie suivante.

2010s
A reckoning
universities are facing up to systemic failures:
a gender gap in plum appointments like the
Canada Excellence Research Chairs; Band-Aid
supports for student mental health and for survivors of sexual violence; PhD programs that
seem out of touch; a lack of diversity in professional programs; the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s exposure of higher-ed’s complicity
in abuses against Indigenous peoples. Responses,
however, have led to promising developments,
including an emphasis on healthy and accessible
living, learning and work environments; innovations in doctoral education and professional
development for grad students; policies aimed
at improving equity and inclusion; programs and
curricula that weave together Western traditions
and Indigenous ways of knowing. The good: Two
more Nobels for Canada courtesy of astrophysicist Art McDonald (2015) and physicist Donna
Strickland (2018). The bad: More and more predatory publishers are preying on unsuspecting – or
unscrupulous – scholars.

www.affairesuniversitaires.ca / octobre 2019 / 9
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In October 1959, an eight-page newsletter was mailed out
to universities across Canada. This new quarterly was
designed
to inform
university/personnel
and material
others in the
elebrates
60 years
of publishing
Promotional
higher education sector about university affairs. Sixty
years later, University Affairs boasts an award-winning
magazine and website, distributed to all full-time members of administrative and teaching staff, educational
associations, government officials and the media. Inspired
by an existing linear graphic treatment developed for the
20-year anniversary, a retro symbol is paired with UA’s

brand colours and fonts to create a contemporary event
identity and provide a retrospective of UA’s extensive archive. The logo was integrated seamlessly across digital,
print and social media platforms. Sourcing and generating
engaging content specific to the anniversary during the
span of a year was a challenge but in the end the campaign was a great success in bringing staff closer together
and demonstrating to subscribers how much UA values
its readership.

UA MAGAZINE, OCTOBER 2019 ISSUE:

ART DIRECTION:
DESIGNER:
COVER PHOTOGRAPHER:
EDITOR:
DEPUTY EDITOR:
WEB EDITOR:

IDENTITY / CAMPAIGN:

4

UNDERLINE STUDIO

JUDITH LACERTE
PAUL WEEKS
LÉO CHARBONNEAU
NATALIE SAMSON
TARA SIEBARTH

ART DIRECTOR & DESIGNER:

JUDITH LACERTE

MARKETING MANAGER:

GLEN ASHWORTH
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When placing the logo on materials, make sure you leave some
clear space around the logo so objects close to it don’t crowd it and
jeopardize readability. As a guideline, a space around the logo that’s
about the same size as the dome should do the trick.
MINIMUM SIZE PRINT

VP OF MARKETING:

TERESA VIRANI

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
BRAND DESIGNERS:
15mm or 0.59”

JENNIFER COOK
KIRSTEN WHITNEY, MADELINE KOEBERLING,
NIKKO DE GUZMAN, JEFF PORTER

WEB DESIGN AGENCY:
PHOTOGRAPHERS:

MINIMUM SIZE DIGITAL

DENIM & STEEL
BRITNEY BERRNER, JACKIE DIVES

150px

Brand
Guidelines

Note: For very small sizes,
use the truncated dome
where possible (see page
12 for guidelines)

TEXTURES
Logo

PRIMARY LOGO

Our logo has evolved over the years, but
has always included the iconic geodesic
dome we’ve called home for over 30 years.
Our logo shows the space around the
dome radiating upward and outward, just
like how Science World reaches beyond
the dome and across the province.
The black version is the primary version
of the logo and gets used the most.

To help support the general themes of science
and technology, we utilize macro and micro
photography of objects and places that
describe scientific subjects.

SCIENCE WORLD BRAND GUIDELINES

HOW WE LOOK

1. Ensure the image is related to the subject
of the design (ie. don’t use a photo of
tree bark for a poster about artificial
intelligence).

PRIMARY LOGO REVERSE

2. Choose images that have a distinct
interesting texture to them
3. Choose images that focus on just one thing,
not a variety of things

PRIMARY LOGO YELLOW

orld
Science W

Science World
Brand Refresh

PAGE 10

4. Use these images as website headers,
blog banners, and backgrounds
HOW WE LOOK

PAGE 8

WEIGHTS

SCIENCE WORLD BRAND GUIDELINES

It’s a
Bright
Future
ahead

Titillium comes in a wide range of weights
that are all freely available to use.

SAMPLE
Light

Regular

Semibold

Note: Our fallback font is Calibri,
a system font installed on most
computers. Use only if you must.
Bold

Black

SCIENCE WORLD BRAND GUIDELINES

HOW WE LOOK

PAGE 18

HOW WE LOOK

PAGE 25

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

PROJECT

The logo design is simple and sophisticated,
highlighting assets unique to Science World while
communicating a sense of exploration and discovery
through science through use of colour and shape.
Their typographic choices ensured they were able
to develop the brand with flexibility and consistency,
and each execution of the brand has been done
thoughtfully. Kudos to the Science World team on
creating a visually impactful, energetic brand that
is adaptable and attractive to a wide range
of audiences.

A brand refresh was required to align with Science
World’s new strategic direction: to connect to a new
generation of science lovers, ignite wonder and empower dreams for kids across BC. To reflect the playful,
curiosity-driven in-building experience across all brand
touchpoints, online and offline, the execution embodies
the spirit of exploration and discovery. This was achieved
through the use of a key colour the team dubbed ‘Bright
Future Yellow’, supported by a broad secondary colour
palette and a bold, friendly logo featuring the iconic dome
building with a slight halo hinting at expansion beyond
the dome. Photographic textures represent the various
aspects of science, technology, art and math. Agency
partner Denim & Steel took the lead on the new website
design and development, which progressed concurrently
with the brand refresh, allowing the in-house team to confirm cohesion across all brand touch-points throughout
the process.

— TRINETTE KLEIN RGD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
HOW WE LOOK
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PAGE 15
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Of Merit
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APEGA
APEGA
Legend Boats
Bruce Power
Canada Life
Canada Life
Canadian Western Bank
City of Victoria
Dalhousie University
Dalhousie University
Deloitte
Deloitte
Deloitte
Government of Ontario
IBI Group
Kira Systems

Pg.44
Pg.45
Pg.46
Pg.47
Pg.48
Pg.49
Pg.50
Pg.51
Pg. 52
Pg. 53
Pg. 54
Pg. 55
Pg. 56
Pg.58
Pg.59
Pg.60

Legal Aid BC
National Capital Commission
O2E Brands
Pilot Coffee Roasters
RBC Ventures
Ryerson University
EY
Silverstar Mountain Resort
Simon & Schuster Canada
TCDSB
Toronto Transit Commission
TRIUMF
University Of Toronto
Vidyard
West Coast Seeds

Pg.61
Pg.62
Pg.63
Pg.64
Pg.65
Pg.66
Pg.67
Pg.68
Pg.69
Pg.70
Pg.71
Pg.72
Pg.73
Pg.74
Pg.75
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2020 APEGA Annual Report

The Journey to Here

BECOMING LICENSED
Registration with APEGA is a pivotal milestone for applicants. It’s also central
to APEGA’s role to serve the public interest and keep Albertans safe.

VOLUME OF CANADIAN VS. INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS

2020

3,295

2019

Our Registration Department and Board
of Examiners work together to establish
transparent and objective admission standards,
policies, and processes. The review process is
detailed and thorough to ensure applicants have
the education, experience, English-language
competency, and ethical and professional
knowledge required for professional practice.

1,385

3,402

1,417
3,838

2018
Canadian

1,342

International

This has truly been a year like no other. We started 2020
with great anticipation for APEGA’s centennial, a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity to celebrate A Century Well
Built. We held our first centennial events in Calgary
and Edmonton in February, looking forward to more. A
month later, everything changed.

expectations of those we serve. To grow stronger
by encouraging a culture of belonging, inclusion,
and diversity. To remember and rely on our
core values of integrity, accountability, service,
and innovation, which guide our behaviour and
actions each day.

To help prevent the spread of COVID-19, we closed our
offices to the public in mid-March and they remained
closed all year. Most of our employees spent the rest
of 2020 working from home. As with everything we do,
safety was at the forefront of all our decisions on how to
move ahead during the pandemic.

We’ve shown, over 100 years, that self-regulation is
a proven model to protect Albertans from unethical
and unskilled practice. But self-governance is not
our right as professionals. It’s a privilege given to
us by Alberta’s 4,428,112 citizens.

Like we always have, we will be there to move
Alberta safely forward for the next 100 years
and more.

Our IT staff ensured the abrupt transition to a remote
work environment went smoothly. Office management
staff kept our offices clean and safe for those who
came in. The Social Committee helped us stay
connected and engaged.

Many of our applicants are from outside Canada.
We are committed to eliminating barriers for
these internationally trained applicants. We
review applications in a balanced manner based
on applicants’ qualifications, not their countries
of origin.

APEGA Core Values

We pulled together, while respecting the need to
keep our distance. This willingness to step up—by all
APEGA employees—has reinforced my belief that if an
organization looks after its people, they will go above
and beyond to support their organization. And despite
the stress we all sometimes felt, we made progress
on several strategic priorities that will help us better
serve our membership and safeguard Albertans. You
can read about these achievements throughout the
pages of this report.

Since 2012, we have been the only engineering
and geoscience regulator in Canada to have
a full-time international qualifications officer
providing outreach and support for foreign
professionals seeking licensure.

MESSAGE FROM THE
REGISTRAR & CEO

WE EXHIBIT INTEGRITY WHEN WE:
• match actions to words
• behave openly and honestly
• treat everyone fairly and impartially
• do the right thing—even when no one is watching
WE EXHIBIT ACCOUNTABILITY WHEN WE:
• act reliably
• own our outcomes

Of course, everything we accomplished this year—
and everything we’ve achieved since 1920—could
not have happened without the essential support of
APEGA volunteers. Volunteers are the foundation that
sustains our professions. They are behind almost
everything we do, at every level. This year, especially,
I am incredibly thankful for their ongoing dedication,
enthusiasm, and leadership.

Jay Nagendran, P.Eng., FCAE, ICD.D, FEC, FGC (Hon.)
Registrar & Chief Executive Officer

APEGA Emerging
Professionals Summit
2020

APEGA remains committed to working with
our stakeholders to regulate the practices of
engineering and geoscience responsibly and
rigorously. We will work hard to uphold the
environmental, economic, and social standards
that Albertans deserve and demand.

APEGA staff members were nimble, creative, and
innovative in response to the disruption to their personal
and professional lives. Their tenacity enabled us to meet
this sudden challenge head on and adeptly fulfil our
duties as Alberta’s engineering and geoscience regulator.

We treat our potential registrants with respect
by processing their applications honestly, fairly,
and as timely as possible. Each application is
unique and reviewed individually to ensure we
fully understand all aspects and details.

2020 APEGA Annual Report

APEGA

• help others succeed
• use transparent processes
WE EXHIBIT SERVICE WHEN WE:
• exceed expectations
• seek solutions
• keep commitments
• listen and empathize

Over the past century, APEGA staff, volunteers,
and professional members have collaborated with
government and community partners, and so many
others, to build a legacy of honesty and trust.
Our centennial is the perfect opportunity to ask
ourselves: how can we become even better? The
key to our continued success is to always exceed the

WE EXHIBIT INNOVATION WHEN WE:
• identify problems
• seize opportunities
• champion solutions
• learn and share
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ART DIRECTOR & DESIGNER:

CHRISTINA BOROWIECKI

Our competency-based assessment (CBA) tool
was introduced in 2018 to allow engineering
applicants to assess and explain their work
experience. This approach is an objective and
consistent way of evaluating professional
competency, especially for applicants who gained
their work experience outside of Canada.

We made substantial progress in 2020 on a
multi-year project to renew our registration
tools and processes. Clear improvements have
brought us closer to meeting targets set by the
Fair Registration Practices Act introduced by the
Government of Alberta in June 2019.

We have made changes to the CBA processes
and policies to increase the tool’s efficiency
and effectiveness.
• We originally used two examiners to review
low-risk applications. After gaining experience
with CBA, we confidently reduced this to
one reviewer.
• After implementation, the number of refused
applications increased due to deficiencies in
the applications. We changed the process to
allow deferrals and provide applicants with
information on how to address the deficiencies.
This permits applicants to remain inside
the application process while they resolve
experience deficiencies, saving them time
and money.

• The Act requires regulators to provide
applicants with an interim decision on their
application status within six months of
submission.
• The decision can include advice on extra
training or additional experience required.
APEGA strives to continuously enhance and
expedite our registration process without
compromising public safety. Our existing
registration practices meet industry best
practices, including being aligned with the
province’s foreign-qualification recognition
framework.

Application Processing Times
A new data-tracking tool, launched in 2020, allows us to analyze our application processing
performance metrics more quickly and accurately. By monitoring detailed application processing
statistics in real time, we’ll know sooner if our process changes are working. This enables us to make
more proactive adjustments to our practices and procedures to meet government guidelines.

Discipline Department
APEGA registrants and permit-holding companies
must practise engineering and geoscience
skillfully, ethically, and professionally. They are
guided by legislated regulations and a Code of
Ethics outlined in the Engineering and Geoscience
Professions Act.

APPLICATION PROCESSING TIMES BY LOCATION OF EDUCATION
2020

Historic Performance

When registrants and permit-holding companies
fail to meet their obligations, they can be found
guilty of unskilled practice or unprofessional
conduct. They are held accountable through
a recommended discipline order (RDO)
or a formal hearing.

Includes 3,795 applications decided on
in 2020, regardless of when they were
submitted for review.

Includes 1,885 applications submitted in 2020 and
decided on in 2020. Results reflect improvements
to APEGA’s application review system, which have
resulted in faster and more efficient processing.

• An RDO is an agreed-to order between
APEGA and the registrant or company being
investigated. The RDO summarizes the facts
of the case and recommended sanctions, such
as letters of reprimand, fines, training, or
restrictions on practice.

CANADIAN (EXCLUDING MEMBERS-IN-TRAINING)

142
23.4%

Median number of days to review

Further enhancements in 2020 are improving our
application processing times.

• If an investigated registrant or company does
not agree to the findings and disciplinary actions
in an RDO, a formal hearing is held. Evidence
is presented to an expert panel of professional
engineers and professional geoscientists, who
determine what discipline, if any, is appropriate.

183

• Licensed APEGA staff members (professional
engineers and professional geoscientists)
support the Board of Examiners (BOE) by
conducting academic and experience reviews
for low-risk files.

Percentage greater than 180 days

ENFORCEMENT

51.1%

• Some low-risk applications can be approved
quickly without additional review.

INTERNATIONAL

• The BOE is deferring applications that are
highly deficient in academic qualifications (those
lacking a half-year or more of engineering or
geoscience education).

Median number of days to review

• A recruitment campaign increased the
number of volunteer academic and experience
examiners on the BOE to 120 from 70.

111
18.7%
168

• We hired additional staff to support the
application process.

Percentage greater than 180 days

45.7%

Notes: This is the first year using our new tracking tool, and there is the possibility of discontinuity with time data presented in prior years.
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To avoid skewing the results, the tables do not include member-in-training applications, which are typically processed very quickly.
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Fair Registration
Practices Act

The Journey to Here

Competency-Based
Assessment
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MARKETING & COPYWRITING:
Compliance Department
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6
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Only individuals and companies licensed by
APEGA can legally practise engineering or
geoscience in Alberta. To protect the public,
we investigate violations and take action to
stop those who illegally:

RDOs completed

• claim to be professional engineers or
professional geoscientists

active

We introduced a new assessment system in
2020 to identify compliance cases as low,
medium, or high risk. Priority is given to closing
high-risk cases.

HIGH RISK
Likelihood of
significant
public harm

MEDIUM RISK
Potential
disruption
to business

LOW RISK
Little inconvenience
or impact to
the public

10%

43%

47%

• practise engineering or geoscience

1

months
for RDO completion

case successful in
the courts

550

534

outstanding cases

cases closed

(backlog)

84

active cases

(none unsuccessful)

hearings scheduled

COMPLIANCE CASES CLOSURE

SOCIAL MEDIA & COPYWRITING:
WEB DESIGNER:

TOSIN GUOBADIA
NEVADA MCAUSLAN
BAILEY ANDERSON

8

cases with legal
counsel, pending
possible court action

CASE CLOSURE REASONS

UP TO NOVEMBER 10, 2020
3% JURISDICTION
5% OTHER

hearings completed

14% PERMIT ISSUED
16% INSUFFICIENT
EVIDENCE
22% NOT PRACTISING

hearings adjourned

(one member request; one COVID related)

40% CEASED
TO VIOLATE

active hearings

186

427

346

425

534

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

* 98 per cent of compliance cases were closed without litigation.
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REGULATORY AFFAIRS
Regulatory Affairs, a department within the Regulatory Division,
addresses strategic and emerging regulatory challenges.

Its responsibilities include:

A CENTURY WELL BUILT

2020 APEGA Annual Report

The Journey to Here

PROJECT

Much has changed for APEGA over the past century,
yet our purpose today is the same as it was in 1920:
To build a safe and resilient Alberta.

• coordinating initiatives spanning multiple
departments within the Regulatory Division,
such as developing and implementing an
internal audit function

• governing and implementing APEGA’s
appeals process
• developing and managing the modernization of
the Engineering and Geoscience Professions Act
• managing government relations, APEGA
position development, primary government
contact, and coordination. This includes building
relationships with external stakeholders, such
as municipal and provincial governments
• coordinating and supporting Policy and
Standards Task Force staff
• supporting APEGA Council regulatory policy
and cross-regulatory development
• managing and coordinating emerging regulatory
issues and responses within the Regulatory
Division and other APEGA divisions, and with
external stakeholders

Our founders would no doubt approve.

• managing and supporting APEGA’s relationship
with the Association of Science and Engineering
Technology Professionals of Alberta joint
boards and committees

Back in their time, towns and cities across our
fledgling province were rapidly expanding.
So, too, were industrial developments. Major
infrastructure projects—everything from water
and electrical plants to dams, irrigation canals, oil
and gas developments, bridges, pipelines, roads,
and railways—were in full swing.

We worked closely with Alberta Municipal Affairs,
the province’s Safety Codes Council, and the
Architects Association of Alberta in 2020 to clarify
legislative boundaries and interactions between
the Engineering and Geoscience Professions Act,
the Safety Codes Act, and the Architects Act.
We also worked together to complete the
proposed new National Building Code – Alberta
Edition schedules.

A group of forward-thinking engineers were
concerned that lax regulation of their profession
was endangering the public. They proposed to the
Government of Alberta that engineers—whose
ranks in those days included geoscientists—
regulate themselves to safeguard public welfare.
The province agreed. On April 10, 1920, our
governing legislation was proclaimed.
One hundred years later, we continue to proudly
fulfil the mandate given to us by the Engineering
and Geoscience Professions Act. We have grown
to become the largest organization of selfregulated professionals in Western Canada. Along
with our members and permit-holding companies,
we have a collective commitment to public safety
and well-being.
Though many of our centennial events and
activities were cancelled due to the COVID-19
pandemic, we celebrated A Century Well Built
in other ways:
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APEGA

• we celebrated with our community partners,
including the cities of Calgary and Edmonton,
which lit the Calgary Tower and the High Level
Bridge in APEGA blue and green
From building prosperity through scientific
research and technological advancement, to
enhancing environmental protection, to launching
Alberta to the forefront of medical innovation—
APEGA professionals have shaped who we are
as a province and as a society. Today, they play
a critical role in creating a sustainable and
diversified economy by devising pioneering
solutions across every industry.
For more than 100 years, the people and
government of Alberta have trusted APEGA, and
our members, to act in their interests through the
regulation of the professions. This is our privilege
and responsibility.
We were honoured when our contributions were
recognized in the Alberta legislature on July 16.
Because APEGA’s history is Alberta’s history.

Our future is Alberta’s future.

PROJECT

2020 APEGA
Annual Report
ART DIRECTOR & DESIGNER:
WRITER & RESEARCHER:
EDITORS:

• our members captured the spirit of engineering
and geoscience in Alberta through a centennial
photo contest that received almost 200 entries

Glenbow Archives

70,593

• we shared defining engineering and geoscience
milestones from Alberta’s history and looked to
the future on our commemorative website,
www.discoverapega.ca

When our first general meeting was held on July 10, 1920, the
association had 106 registered members in four engineering
branches—69 in civil, 20 in mining, 10 in electrical, and seven in
mechanical. Today, APEGA’s 70,593 members include professional
engineers, professional geoscientists, and members-in-training
practising in dozens of different disciplines.

• we created a series of videos that reflected
on a century of engineering and geoscience
accomplishments and envisioned what our next
100 years might hold

CHRISTINA BOROWIECKI
CORINNE LUTTER

GISELA HIPPOLT-SQUAIR, TRACEY COMEAU

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta
(APEGA) celebrated its centennial
year in 2020 capping off a year-long
campaign with this annual report.
The cover design for The Journey to
Here uses strong minimalist type fusing the number 100 into the title. This
concept continues throughout the
publication with a timeline of important milestones such as The Journey
to STEM and The Journey to Diversity. The inside pages are clean and
purposeful featuring line drawings
over photos and a variety of charts

that show how far the organization
has come as a regulatory body, by
the numbers. Working with minimal
resources during the pandemic, stock
imagery was used with emphasis on
data and infographics to continue the
centennial narrative. The report was
promoted at the online AGM and has
received a higher number of clicks
versus the previous year’s report,
successfully representing Alberta’s
history and the journey forward.

Expanded from an in-person bootcamp event, this new annual conference for students and young
professionals in engineering and geoscience includes industry leader presentations, resume reviews, practice
interviews and networking events.
Moved completely virtual due to the
pandemic, objectives were pivoted to
find new ways to reach the target audience through digital distribution of
collateral and online advertising and
social media. Five different designs
focus on different specializations,
applied across posters, print and digital ads, social media and a new online
event platform. Campaign branding
incorporates relatable imagery of
target audiences looking ahead towards a brighter future with arrows
pointing up and ahead. Transitioning
to a virtual event allowed for stronger
metrics from multiple sources, effectively reaching the target demographic and exceeding impressions and
engagement achieved in the previous
year. Elements from the campaign
have been maintained and refreshed
to create lasting brand continuity.
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BRUCE POWER

Legend Timeline
Wall Graphic

Powering Today for
Tomorrow Publication
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GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
PHOTOGRAPHER:
COPYWRITER:
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ERIN GRANDMAISON RGD
FRANCIS LOZADA
STEVE MCALLISTOR

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER: THOMAS BELTRAME PROV. RDG

PROJECT

This informative graphic details notable milestones in Legend’s 25+ year
history. The 38’ wide design covers
the wall in a hallway that connects
Legend’s showroom to their service
centre. Active correspondence with
upper executives at the ownership
level informed the content, highlighting the company’s history and origins
with supportive imagery. Positioned
in a high-traffic area for customers
and staff, the impact was maximized
for people waiting for assistance and
became a highlight for attendees at
the first open house hosted at the
new facility.

PROJECT

This publication illustrates the unprecedented challenges
the company faced during 2020 from the covid-19 global
health crisis and how they turned its innovative firepower
into initiatives to help their local community. The report’s
format draws attention to Bruce Power’s work with local
residents, businesses, volunteers and companies. Work
with the printer provided interesting solutions for finishes
such as foil stamping, blind debossing, high build spot UV
varnish and Smyth binding with exposed blue threads,

in keeping with overall branding. The text is broken up
into index cut signature steps and blocked into the three
important areas: covid-19 initiatives, company operations
and the future of electricity. The publication was mailed
out to staff working from home, business owners and
community members to become a resource on how Bruce
Power is responding to the pandemic at work, in their
local communities and the province.
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CANADA LIFE
DESIGN LEAD & SR. GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

Canada Life Advanced
Advisor Practices:
Welcome Kit

SUPPORTING DESIGNERS:

ATILA DAMINELLI

CANADA LIFE

JUAN NEIRA, DIANNE WRIGHT

PRODUCTION COORDINATORS:

HEATHER BAINBRIDGE, ANITA YOUNANO

LEAD COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST:

LISA BALDOCK

ASSOCIATE MARKETING MANAGER:

WILLIAM DENIS

ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT ADVANCED ADVISOR PRACTICES:

SAUNDRA ROLL

Branded box
The red box is the kit’s main statement
piece. Bold design, premium paper,
and special finishes create the big
visual impact.

TechZone:
Environmental
& Promotional
Bio sheets Wayfinding
Launch Material
Personalized biographies with details
of each contact person available to
the specific advisor.
Dimensions
6.5” x 8.5”

Dimensions
7.25” x 10” x 1”

Letters were hand signed by Advanced
Advisor Practices Vice-President and
Assistant Vice-President.
Dimensions
6.5” x 8.5”

Print process
Full colour digital print, with
variable data.

Print process
Full colour digital print, with
variable data.

Canada Life “lifeline”
Debossed

Welcome letter detailing all the pieces
and resources available in the kit.

Paper stock
Cougar Super Smooth 100lb text

Paper stock
Cougar Super Smooth 100lb text

Paper stock
Neenah PLIKE® Cover RED 122C

Introductory letter

Notepad

Canada Life logo
Embossed + Metallic Red Foil

Paper stock
Cougar Smooth 80lb text

Branded box

Dimensions
6.5” x 8.5”
Print process
Full colour digital print

The red box is the kit’s main statement
Business cards
details of each contact person
piece. Bold design, premium Further
paper,
available to the specific advisor.
and special finishes create the
big
Paper stock
Cougar 130lb cover
visual impact.
front

Dimensions
7.25” x 10” x 1”

Product photography: Juan Neira

Entrance o
TechZone

The graphics were strategically
designed and placed to draw
your attention up to the new
TechZone space as soon as
you entered the building.

Frosted vinyl ent
cut vinyl letterin
full wall wrap de

“The way-finding

Print process
Full colour digital print, with
variable data.

promotional design really
helped bring awareness
to the whole building and
made it easy to find the
TechZone as you really
could not miss it with
how well it was designed
and where it was placed.”
Jonathan Teixeira,
TechZone Project lead

Paper stock
Neenah PLIKE® Cover RED 122C

The London Life, head office,
London Ontario

Canada Life “lifeline”
Debossed
Canada Life logo
Embossed + Metallic Red Foil
To solidify relationships with those
who contribute substantial income to
the organization, the team delivered
premium branded and personalized
welcome kits to each of the top 53
insurance advisors. The kits were
manually assembled with custom
pieces including biographies and
contact details for each Canada Life™
contact. Luxurious materials, finishes
and processes helped deliver a premium experience, taking advantage
of a newly developed high-net-worth
colour palette for the Canada Life
brand. Anecdotal feedback from advisors proved that the team hit the
mark with this project and several
senior leaders took notice of the kits
and commissioned generic
versions.Juan Neira
Product photography:

Main lobby,
Queens entrance

PROJECT

Tent-cards

Vinyl wall

Placed on all tables
within the cafeteria areas

Exterior wall of
TechZone spac

Left design: From the
Canada Life head office
launch in Toronto ON

The initial desi
created with a
motion toward
entrance of the
and to invoked
friendly enviro

Right design: From the
London Life head office
launch in London ON

CREATIVE & DESIGN LEAD:

SABRINA YOUNG RGD

SECONDARY DESIGNER:

BILL TAMBORRO RGD

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR:

The London Life, he
London Ontario

This design wa
inspirer all oth
used througho
TechZone laun

TEENA BROWN
The London Life,
London Ontario

PROJECT

Launch material was designed to
draw attention to new internal tech
support services available and drive
employee engagement with a dropin space for learning and exploring
new equipment. The “genius bar”style experience offers in-person and
digital workshops and seminars to

provide more effective and efficient
ways of working. The limited budget
and quick timeline required creative
thinking for wayfinding graphics to
draw the attention of staff on site at
the corporate office and positively
impact their tech support experience. The project received positive
feedback on the amount of buzz generated within the building and led to

the creation of two more locations in
other head offices. The technology
improvements implemented through
the TechZone have been instrumental
for transitioning employees to work
from home over the course of the
pandemic and continue to be seen as
a great success story throughout the
organization.
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CITY OF VICTORIA

CWB Financial Group
Employee Brand Launch

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
BRAND MANAGER:
STRATEGY:
MARKETING:
COPYWRITER:

PAIGE PENNIFOLD RGD
AUDREY WEDEWER
LOREN MILLER
HOLLY KENNEDY, ALI DEMPSEY

Zero Waste Victoria
Campaign

MARCUS MILLER

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

CATHY MATUSICKY

PROJECT LEADS/CONTRIBUTORS:

RORY TOOKE,
RHIANNON MOORE

PHOTOGRAPHERS:

DEREK FORD, KELLIE HART

PROJECT

PROJECT

With the support of Cossette,
Canadian Western Bank (CWB)
launched a refreshed visual identity
with the goal of representing organizational objectives and how they
could be used to guide employees
in their daily job functions. After the

logo rebrand, an in-house project
team implemented the brand strategy
launch to employees across Canada in
a celebratory fashion. A teaser campaign with posters and decals was
implemented to stir positive excitement leading up to the launch. Each
employee received personal branded
items including an interactive value
journal, a set of magnets, an appreci-

ation postcard and an enamel pin to
promote team spirit and enable each
individual to see themselves as part
of the change. Employee surveys were
sent out after the launch date and the
outcome was exceptionally positive.
Shortly after launch, CWB was recognized as one of the 50 best workplaces in Canada.

To encourage participation in the
City’s first long term plan to reduce
waste, the campaign needed to stand
out from common uses of ‘green’
branding while representing the idea
of zero waste in a fresh and engaging
way. New sorting stations were installed across the city and icons were
created for each bin, tiled in the same
bold colour palette used to wrap the
City’s new recycling trucks. The use
of the recycling trucks to promote the
program meant mobile advertising,
high visibility, and brand recognition
across the city. Drivers distributed
information cards to help community
members learn about the program,
and a report was designed to further
educate, inform and inspire. Zero
Waste stations have successfully
diverted 750 kg of recyclables and
organics each month. The concepts
and designs are being adopted by
other jurisdictions, and the campaign
has helped Victoria gain recognition
across Canada as leaders in waste
reduction.
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DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

We Are Dal Website

2020/21 Community
Report Website
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DESIGNER & DEVELOPER:

SCOTT PRONYCH

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // 2020/21 COMMUNITY REPORT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MANAGER:

ERICA GAGNON

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // WE ARE DAL WEBSITE

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // 2020/21 COMMUNITY REPORT
DESIGNER:
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // WE ARE DAL WEBSITE

PHOTOGRAPHER:
DEVELOPER:

PAUL WILLIAMS
DANNY ABRIEL
SCOTT PRONYCH

PROJECT

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // WE ARE DAL WEBSITE

2020/2021
Community Report

This fifteen-month, weekly digest
focuses on members of the Dalhousie
community who wouldn’t typically
appear in the spotlight but remain
vital to the university’s success. Designed to stand out from Dalhousie’s
other channels, the approach focuses
on portrait photography accompanied by first person stories in the
words of the subjects themselves.
The sparse site design emphasizes
the photos and stories, while subtly
connecting to core identity elements.
Monthly page views and time spent
on pages indicated high levels of engagement with the stories and photos
featured.

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY // RGD IN-HOUSE AWARDS 2020 // 2020/21 COMMUNITY REPORT

Dalhousie University
Communications, Marketing an
Creative Services
April, 2021
Designer/Developer:
Scott Pronych

Visit the complete site at:
https://communityreport.dal.ca/20

We Are Dal Website
Dalhousie University
Communications, Marketing and
Creative Services
September 2019 - December 2020
Photography:
Danny Abriel
Design:
Paul Williams
Developer:
Scott Pronych

PROJECT

This report showcases the diverse
perspectives and achievements of
students, faculty and staff and how
Dalhousie is building a community of
belonging, sharing research, leading
with compassion, helping students
excel, supporting the community on

campus and beyond. Offering few
functional bells and whistles, the site
is fully responsive and accessible,
prioritizing stories and images while
gently reinforcing Dalhousie’s core
identity elements in colour and type.
The site launch was preceded with a

small digital ad campaign to entice
viewers to explore the site. Compared
to the previous year, the site received
three times more unique visitors and
twice as many pageviews.
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DELOITTE

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
ART DIRECTOR:

Climate

MONIQUE AH-SUE
KEVIN CALAGUIRO

“Trust” Campaign

recovery

The various elements in the chart above are all

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS:
VIDEO PRODUCER:
COPYWRITER:

ERICK CASTANEDA, JOANE YIP
RICHARD LANTHIER
ANDREW GALE

viable resources
to drive decarbonization in Canada .
Canada’s
next
the sequence of these variables, and
bigUnderstanding
opportunity
their interplay with emissions, can help us model a

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

net-zero future for Canada .

ART DIRECTOR:

It will be a signiﬁcant challenge, given that Canada is
among the world’s top per-capita emitters of

The chemistry of trust

GHGs—we emit more than double the G20 average .

COPYWRITER:

Part 2: Navigating consumer trust

While the country’s emissions account for just 2

An opportunity The consequences of global emissions have unbalanced
Canada’s ecosystem. As the second-largest land mass in the
world, Canada is home to a rich tapestry of life spread across
to grow the
vast boreal forests, rugged Arctic landscapes, and boundless
economy
in account
lakesfor
and prairies .
These vast natural resources provide
Fossil fuels
70 percent
Canadian leaders with a unique opportunity:
to make fair
the energy consumed
in Canada5
newofand
contributions in reducing global emissions, while creating value
and competitive advantages. As a result, Canada will be able to
diverse ways
thrive in new and diverse ways .

PHOTOGRAPHER:

percent of global GHGs, this is no excuse for

inaction . In fact, this positions us to stake out a
leadership position on an international front .

DELOITTE

Climate Change
Awareness
Campaign

RETOUCHER:
ANIMATION:
EDITOR:

MONIQUE AH-SUE
KEVIN CALAGUIRO
ANDREW GALE
NAOMI FINLAY PHOTOGRAPHY (EXT)
MARTHA SNYDER (EXT)
YOHO YUE (EXT)
POYI LAM (EXT)

Deloitte Canada
Trust | Office activations (Montreal and Toronto)

Fossil fuels account for 70 percent of the energy
consumed in Canada—how can we reduce our
dependency on them over the next 30 years?
Fortunately, several proven and emerging
technologies that could underpin the
decarbonization eﬀort are already available in

Canada . This article will explore these options, and
how understanding and implementing can help
nudge us toward our commitment over the next
thirty years .

Proven
solutions

99%

How Canada
can decarbonize
by 2050

The next decade must focus on a rapid
The
percentage
of
transition to
carbon-free
energy systems.
reefs that
will that
This wouldcoral
mean investing
in solutions
are commercially
viable
today,
while
die with just a 2°C
piloting emerging technologies that have
raise
in global
the potential
to unlock
signiﬁcant carbon
reduction in
the decadesThat’s
to follow.$36
warming .

billion lost in annual
tourism not to
mention priceless
Renewable
natural features .3Nature-based
energy

The chemistry of trust

We’ve made an international commitment
to help roll back climate change. Now we
need to choose the pathways to reach our
target.

Make the connection. deloitte.ca/trust

Canada has joined a growing list of countries,
including Japan, France, and the United Kingdom, in
pledging to reach net-zero carbon emissions by
2050 . This means balancing the planet-warming
greenhouse gasses (GHGs) we produce from

solutions

burning fossil fuels with those we remove by
switching to zero carbon alternatives . Reaching
net-zero by 2050 is likely our last chance to limit
global temperature rise to within 1 .5o C by the end
of the century . If we miss this window, the global
impact could be devastating—not just for those
already experiencing the adverse eﬀects of climate
change but also for future generations .

Energy
eﬃciency

action: a business-as-usual path, and a potential
pathway for reaching net-zero emissions by 2050 .
But how can Canada slash its use of fossil fuels over
the next three decades?

It’s not too late to change course.

Fuel switching

Find our how your business could mitigate risk
and generate
value by focusing more on the
Methane
management
climate
emergency .

Discover how Canada can
navigate to net-zero emissions

Emerging

Net-zero technologies
by 2050:
an achievable target

A long-term decarbonization strategy would
rely on emerging technologies—most of
which are currently in the demonstration
state, and not yet commercially viable. Their
Along with a growing list of countries, Canada has pledged to reach
deployment would rely on policy and
net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 . This means reducing the greenhouse
investment decisions that are taken in the
gases (GHGs) we produce with
both proven and
nextalongside
ﬁve to 10implementing
years.
emerging technologies to facilitate a rapid transition to low carbon energy
systems, intelligent land use, and adoption of nature-based solutions .The
window is slowly closing . It’s likely our last chance to limit global warming
to within 1 .5˚C by the end of the century and seize one of humanity’s
greatest opportunities .

Carbon capture,
utilization, and
storage (CCUS)

Hydrogen

Direct air
capture (DAC)

Small modular
reactors (SMRs)

PROJECT

To engage the market about climate
action in a dynamic way while also
building brand awareness, the team
created an interactive website and
climate-focused thought leadership
documents tailored to specific industries (Consumer Business, Financial

PROJECT

Our research looked at two possible courses of

Electriﬁcation

Services, Energy Resources). These
assets were used to build connecLearn
whatclients
a net-zero-emissions
future for their
tions
with
and accelerate
Canada could look like, why the energy transition
climate
action journeys, making Deis imperative, and how energy innovations could
loitte
trusted
forfor
achievable
leadthe
to new
businesschoice
opportunities
your
organization.
andA
actionable
climate
decarbonized
and solutions. For
prosperous
a project
that Canada
expanded from a single
Why Canada well positioned to deliver net-zero carbon emissions

In the journey to zero carbon emissions globally, a few nations need to lead for many to
With the temperatures in Canada rising at twice the rate of the global
follow. Canada should be at the forefront. There’s no question it will demand change
average we're still a long way from seeing the beneﬁts of our net-zero
from our governments and businesses, from every family and individual. We have what
commitments as a country . But we have the ingredients and the

The various elements in the chart above are all

thought leadership document to a
multi-pronged campaign, the team’s
agile, nimble and decision-focused
approach made it possible to hit the
market in record time, with teaser
spots achieving more than five times
Fossil
fuels account
for 70 percent
more
views
than typical
firm content.
viable resources to drive decarbonization in Canada .
Understanding the sequence of these variables, and
their interplay with emissions, can help us model a
net-zero future for Canada .

It will be a signiﬁcant challenge, given that Canada is
among the world’s top per-capita emitters of

GHGs—we emit more than double the G20 average .
While the country’s emissions account for just 2
percent of global GHGs, this is no excuse for

inaction . In fact, this positions us to stake out a
leadership position on an international front .

of the energy consumed in Canada5

To engage the market about ‘Trust’, a
new, intangible, business offering, the
campaign required a unique approach
that people would be able to easily
understand. The team created an interactive website and Trust-focused
thought leadership documents to help
build connections with clients and
teach them the value of Trust within
their organizations. The Canadian
team delivered on bold creative that
pushed the boundaries of the global branding approach with custom
creative driven by blue-sky thinking.
The multi-pronged approach between
print, environmental and digital made
it possible to flood the market in a
dynamic way. In-office environmental
branding ignited curiosity and bold
print advertising in The Walrus magazine combined with the informative,
easy-to-navigate website connected
with the target market. The campaign
was well received and eventually
picked up by the Global team to be
applied on an international scale.
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DELOITTE

DIRECTOR, HEAD OF AGENCY:

Catalyst Visual Identity
& Video Campaign

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
ART DIRECTORS:

In-House Design Awards
RGD 2021

DEB PETERSON
MONIQUE AH-SUE
JORDAN BAMFORTH RGD, JEAN-PHILIPPE CYR

DESIGNERS: JULIE CHARRON, GABRIEL CZAP-COELHO, ERICK CASTANEDA, JESSICA DEVAAL
VIDEO EDITING, MOTION GRAPHICS: RICHARD LANTHIER, EDO CUALLO (EXT), MARC NAHAS (EXT)
EDITORIAL:

LIZ CROMPTON AND SYLVIE PERRIN

Bringing the world to the Catalyst
boardroom
01

PROJECT

Catalyst reports are flagship thoughtware publications from Deloitte’s
Future of Canada Centre, an organization which facilitates the exploration of important national issues to
help propel Canada into a new age
of growth. An elevated, modern editorial approach expresses calm and
contemplation. The thoughtful use
of negative space, scale and contrast

Awards of Merit

create drama and reinforce key
messages and themes. The idea of
“framing” is expressed in both implicit and explicit ways, representing the
Future of Canada Centre’s mandate
to highlight the important issues,
generate new insights and perspectives, and bring the future into focus
for Canada. The identity also maintains a strong connection with

Deloitte’s master brand by adhering
to the four brand codes defined within the brand guidelines: Logo, Circle,
Colour, and Personality. The first
Catalyst report achieved a download
rate 28% higher than the internal
benchmark, with LinkedIn and social
media engagement exceeding industry benchmarks and page views hitting above average results.

A vision for a thriving Canada in 2030
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DAN LAM, TIMOTHY SINGLETON, LAURA
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IBI GROUP
S A N D B OX B R A N D I D E N T I T Y D E S I G N

The Smart
City BROC HURE
MEMBERSHIP
Sandbox: Activating
Urban Innovation

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL J. YOUNG RGD
STRATEGY LEADS:
SABINE EDWARDS, ELIZABETH ERKAYA, RYAN HUBER
STRATEGY/CONTENT:
LINDA ANGELAKIS, TANIA FIORINO, KARINA DE FREITAS,
KRISTEN POLITO, MARYSIA SYMCZAK, KAREY TEMPLETON, KELLY ZIELENSKI, PAOLO ZINATELLI

S A N D B OX B R A N D I D E N T I T Y D E S I G N

S A N D B OX P H Y S I C A L & V I R T U A L S PAC E ( I N T E R I O R D E S I G N & D E S I G N T E C H N O L O GY )

PULL-UP BANNER

PHYSICAL SPACE

SMART CITY SANDBOX LEAD:

RAHUL MEHRA

BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN: ROBYN GILLRIE, LINDEN LASERNA
BRAND MANAGEMENT:

ROBYN GILLRIE

COMMUNICATIONS & PR:

JULIA HARPER

CREATIVE DIRECTION/UX STRATEGY:

ROBYN GILLRIE

EVENT ART DIRECTION & CONTENT CREATION:
LINDEN LASERNA, RYAN MEGAFFIN, ROMAN DROBOT
EVENT MULTIMEDIA DESIGN:
EVENT COORDINATION:
VIRTUAL SPACE

RYAN MEGAFFIN
SARAH MCCLINTOOK

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY (DIGITAL TWIN DESIGN, VISUALIZATION & RENDERING) : 		
MATT CLEMENTSON
INTERIOR DESIGN (PHYSICAL SANDBOX SPACE) :
BARRY NATHAN AND JANE JURANEK

PROJECT

GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO

COVID-19 Wave 1
Public Health
Campaign

PROJECT

As Ontario entered its first wave of
the covid-19 virus in Spring 2020, the
Government of Ontario required
a new public health campaign to quickly reach as many people in Ontario
as possible with information about
the new stay-at-home order and physical distancing guidelines. A flexible
visual system with an established
colour palette, library of icons and

pre-made templates helped facilitate
clear, accessible messaging that could
be easily understood across different
ages and cultural groups. To combat
sources of misinformation, the campaign was tied to the Ontario brand
to make it easily recognizable as an
official source of valid information.
Illustrations with subtle human touches like unique hairstyles, clothing and

accessories helped balance the serious tone of the message to help the
campaign remain reassuring, friendly
and hopeful. The campaign exceeded
performance expectations, achieving
outstanding impressions across
all channels, and was adopted by
the federal government for the rollout of the covid-19 Alert App.

The Smart City Sandbox unites
like-minded public- and privatesector partners to foster innovative
new products and solutions focused
on improving the quality of life in
urban environments. The physical
Sandbox located in Toronto brings
together entrepreneurs, start-ups,
influencers, and the tech ecosystem
at-large with programming that fosters engagement and collaboration,
offering opportunities for developing
tangible new products and services.
The covid-19 pandemic prompted
the creation of a dynamic virtual environment which offers community
members unique opportunities to
increase the profiles of their brands
and access the latest smart city advances. The Sandbox brand identity
is applied throughout its associated
collateral and has been extended
through membership outreach and
application across programming and
events. The Sandbox’s reputation as a
physical-turned-virtual hub for urban
innovation and collaboration continues to gain momentum with new
partners and pilot projects.
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KIRA SYSTEMS

LEGAL AID BC

Kira Systems
Rebrand

“Now You’re Talking!”
Illustrated Booklet

DESIGNER:

CAITLAN KUO

ILLUSTRATOR:

DANETTE BYATT

WRITER:

JUDY CLARKE

DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR:
LEGAL REVIEWER:
PHOTOGRAPHY:

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

ADAM H. FRASER
SALIMA SAMNANI
PAUL WEEKS, PAULWEEKSPHOTO.COM

KEVIN MORAN RGD

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS:

LINH TRINH PROV. RGD,
STEPHEN WHITE, JOANNE SON

WEB DESIGNER & DEVELOPER:

RICHARD CHIN

MOTION DESIGNER:

EDO CUALLO

PHOTOGRAPHER:

JOANNE SON

ILLUSTRATORS:

LINH TRINH PROV. RGD, JOANNE SON
ANTHONY MORELL, KEVIN MORAN RGD

PROJECT

Toronto-based AI and machine-learning tech company Kira enables enterprises to easily find and use trusted
information from their documents.
Following a US$50 million funding
round and recognition as one of
the top 5 start-ups in Canada, the
company required an evolved look
to support upcoming growth. Kira’s
in-house creative team collaborated with Jacknife Design to evolve
the logo and brand story to better
communicate the company’s overall
mission: to shine light on important aspects of documents. With the
evolved logo, the in-house team built
out a comprehensive brand system
across internal and external touchpoints including sales and marketing
materials and employee recruitment
and experience. The new brand system incorporates the use of a new
colour palette, engaging illustration,
a new typography system and bold
photography. Current clients are still
able to recognize the company they
know and trust, while the new brand
look also opens up opportunities for
recruiting new talent and onboarding
new clients.

PROJECT

This printed booklet artistically
unifies 15 picture stories featuring
scenarios with characters sharing
concerns about family law issues.
The booklet achieves a graphic novel
feel, capturing readers’ situations
and leading them to relevant information on the associated website.

Colour-coding used for five distinct
sections on the website is applied
throughout the booklet to achieve
consistency and easy topic identification. A subtle numbering guide was
added to clarify order and improve
readability. Introductory pages feature characters from each story and
brief descriptions. The creative use

of speech bubbles highlights key information for each topic, with interspersed graphic elements helping to
break-up text-heavy resource lists.
Legal advocates and other stakeholders in the justice system have
responded positively to the booklet
as an effective tool for public legal
education.
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O2E BRANDS

JESSIE MAISONNEUVE
KIM LEUNG RGD

Annual Conference
Kickoff

PATRICK BUNTING

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN: 		
MARIE-VIOLAINE COLLETTE

THERE’S REALLY NO PLACE LIKE HOME // VIDEO CONCEPT 2
Create a looping video of trucks/vans flying through various neighbourhoods. This could be used as a transition video between
speakers, rather than having a static image. Customer testimonials can be recorded and played in the background.

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS: BRITTANY MAHÉ, HILARY KNOCK
MANAGER, GRAPHIC DESIGN:
MANAGER, COPYWRITING:

TESSA BRAUER
SARAH ROBINSON

DIRECTOR, COMMUNICATIONS:

LINDSAY KILOH

EVENT MANAGER:

ELENA PETKOV

FILMMAKER:
CHIEF PURPOSE OFFICER:
DIRECTOR, O2E MARKETING:
PRODUCTION PARTNER:

DAVE MARTYN
KERRIE SHAKESPEARE
KATIE SCHAEFFERS
ENCORE AUDIO VISUAL

THERE’S REALLY NO PLACE LIKE HOME // BRAND SLIDE DECK VISUALS

PROJECT

THERE’S REALLY NO PLACE LIKE HOME // FULL LED BACKDROP
LED Backdrop will be a neighbourhood scene with a row of houses, our TOMs/KITs/PATs working on the houses and our happy
customers. (This is just an example of how this could look)

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION

Capital Pathway
Strategic Plan
Pathway network linking two cities,
two provinces and a multitude of inter-regional trail networks. The plan
This 176-page plan clearly communicates the long-term vision for a world- uses NCC’s branding and identity and
class regional pathway network, with includes original photography, extensive pathway maps and iconographic
the goal of providing easily accesillustrations throughout. Maps were
sible tools for decision makers and
expertly designed to make the netthe public, to help build consensus.
works pop while maintaining clarity
The bold new vision connects over
for pertinent details. The plan incor300km, creating a seamless Capital
PROJECT

porates a clear hierarchy of information through layout, text styling and
graphic cues to ensure clarity for a
variety of audiences ranging from the
general public to program managers
to engineering and design experts.
The project received strong public
support during consultations, and the
plan, maps and guidelines have been
useful tools for target audiences.

O2E’s annual in-person conference
event for franchises and corporate
staff is an opportunity to align on
organizational goals, share learnings
and plan for business growth. Shifting to an online format for 2021 required a shift in the objectives of the
event to lean into the strengths of a
virtual event, relying heavily on video.
The overall concept focused on the
theme of “home” as both a feeling and
a multi-functional space, capturing
the idea “there’s no place like home”
while illustrating what home can look
like to different groups. Designed
assets included the fully digital conference platform, in-studio LED background wall, video, overlay graphics,
transitions and more. By adjusting
scale, proportion and depth, the
design team created playful visuals
that represented customers, team
members and traditional branding
elements. The online event reached
a larger audience than previous
in-person conferences, and allowed
more franchise employees to be
included, which helped drive engagement and connection.
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RBC VENTURES

PROJECT

Canada United
Brand

Initiated by RBC along with several dozen ‘corporate
Canada’ partners, the Canada United campaign focused
on creating a grassroots movement encouraging Canadians to support local businesses affected by covid-19. The
program included grant funding available for small businesses (up to $5K per business) to offset covid-19-related
expenses, and cash prizes for Canadians who showed
their support for small and local businesses, with the core
message being to “show local some love”. The look was inspired by the feeling of a local farmer market, with colours
and design elements maintaining an inviting, grassroots
feel. An extensive library of logo options was made available for local businesses to show their connection to the
movement. Other campaign assets were created for TV,
OOH, print and digital media, plus street-level promotional material and signage.

PILOT COFFEE ROASTERS

Pilot Coffee Roasters:
Packaging

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

MICHELLE WILKIN RGD

SENIOR DESIGNER:

MONIKA TRAIKOV

CONTENT CREATOR & PHOTOGRAPHER:

MAGDALENE KAN

MARKETING MANAGER & COPYWRITER:

TREVOR WALSH

CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER:
PROJECT

In 2020, the covid-19 pandemic prompted a reassessment
of how the Pilot brand represents its values of quality, relationships and innovation. To become more accessible to
the growing national audience, key updates included the
introduction of bilingual packaging, the use of colour to
differentiate products and a system of strong hierarchical
layouts with easily identifiable graphics. New coffee bags
are made from 100% renewable, plant-based materials to
further represent the brand’s commitment to sustainable

HECTOR CRESPO

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
DESIGNERS:

practices and an ethical process from sourcing to packaging. A communications strategy was implemented to
support the rollout to key audiences: staff, partners and
the general public. Building community support helped
drive enthusiasm, leading up to a public launch that saw
increased website traffic, orders and new customers, successfully establishing a “new normal” for the Pilot brand
and packaging.

DANIEL KAPLAN
MURIEL SCHVARZMAN, MACKENZIE HUNG

WRITER:

CASSI KAPLAN

DEVELOPER:

MUHAMMAD LATIF

SOCIAL MEDIA, FACEBOOK CREATIVE SHOP TEAM:

MAGGIE FOST, ALEX BOLAND,
PETER GRIMALDI

ACCOUNT TEAM:

JEN-CHI LEE, JO-ANNE WADE, GABRIEL WOO, ANUSH SACHDEVA
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EY

CREATIVE DIRECTORS:
ART DIRECTOR:
MARKETING DIRECTOR:
MARKETING OFFICER:
COPYWRITER:

EY 2019 Canadian Partners
Conference

DAN COUTO, SABIHA SMITH
NIK FIRKA

RGD

JIM WENTZELL

SENIOR DESIGNER / PROJECT LEAD FOR
BRANDING, BOOTH DESIGN, PRINT & DIGITAL:

NATIONAL DESIGN LEAD, BRANDING, POWERPOINT, DESIGN MANAGEMENT: IAN CLARKE
SENIOR VIDEO PRODUCER:

KRISTEN GEIGER

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

ERIN SACCOMANO

NATALIE COOMBS RGD

KEVIN SMITH
ERIC ANDERTON

VIDEO DIRECTOR, EDITOR & ANIMATION: NIKITA OVSYANNIKOV

RYERSON UNIVERSITY

FCAD
Professional
Music Program
Video
PROJECT

To raise awareness for Ryerson University’s new four year professional
music program in the Faculty of Communication and Design, the team created a promotional video that would
generate excitement and drive prospective students to learn more. To
convey all elements of the holistic program, the video had to incorporate

PROJECT

elements of production, performance,
tech, entrepreneurship, audience
engagement, festival planning and
beyond, reinforcing the program’s
positioning as innovative, unique and
suitable for anyone with a passion for
music. Energetic photographs and
video clips with typographic animation were introduced to help elevate

the visual storytelling and attract
the attention of the target audience
during a time when face to face recruitment activities were not possible. The video achieved over 60,000
views on social media, and targets
were met for candidate applications
and enrolment in the program’s inaugural year.

The 2019 Canadian Partner Conference presented an opportunity
to align with a broader mandate by
applying the overarching theme of
One EY, One Canada. Visuals use
dots, circles and rings as a simple
and direct representation of forming “one” whole, which equals 100%
when complete. The design supports

EY Canada’s various service lines,
market segments and regions with
distinct patterns or colours aligning
and overlapping to form one, cohesive
singular shape. To create the required
57 assets for the three-day event, a
tracking system was used to keep
on top of timelines for printing and
shipping. Trade show booths were

also included, with individual designs
outside of the conference theme. To
comply with Quebec language laws,
collateral needed to be bilingual with
French first, which created longer
turnaround times for translation. The
event received positive feedback from
executive team members and national
partners.
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SILVERSTAR MOUNTAIN RESORT

SIMON AND SCHUSTER CANADA

SEISMIC Spring
Mountain Festival

Truth Be Told
Book Cover

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
PHOTOGRAPHER:
EVENTS MANAGER:
MARKETING MANAGER:
MARKETING COORDINATOR:
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BOOK DESIGNER:

SARA LOOS PROV. RGD

PHOTOGRAPHY: PAUL WEEKS, PAULWEEKSPHOTO.COM

LINDSAY PIHACH RGD
LIANNE VIAU
PAUL KENWARD
DOUG CHIMUK
JAKI ATTERIDGE

PROJECT

SEISMIC Spring Mountain Festival
had three key objectives: to drive resort visitations and overnight stays
during the month of March; to get
athletes to register for the events;
and to drive website and social media traffic for SilverStar Mountain
Resort. In achieving these objectives,
the festival also needed to establish
a standalone brand and appeal to
a broader audience beyond sports
enthusiasts to encompass the smaller festival events (art exhibitions,
scavenger hunts, culinary events,
etc.). A flexible palette of colours and
patterns allowed for necessary flexibility while maintaining overall brand
consistency. In addition to positive
feedback from the staff and community members, the resort successfully
increased overnight stays, reaching
94% occupancy over the 10 day festival period. A summer version of
the festival is currently in the works,
with buy-in from ski and bike brand
partners based on the success of the
spring event.

PROJECT

The book cover for the memoir of
Beverley McLachlin, former Chief
Justice of the Canadian Supreme
Court, needed to appeal to a younger,
feminist audience while still looking distinguished and patriotic. The
type-only design required strong

font choice, size and colour to achieve
a dynamic look. The cream background, red accents and black type
create a sense of Canadian pride and
anchor the design in a way that pops
on the shelves. A serif font was chosen for the title and author name, but
lower case was used to make it more
approachable to the reader.

The project was well received by the
sales team and sold well into the market. The author was happy with the
cover, and the book was also featured
in a larger marketing campaign where
the eye-catching design helped draw
traffic to the publisher’s website,
driving more sales.
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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

DESIGNER, ILLUSTRATOR & PHOTOGRAPHER:
WADE THOMPSON RGD

Toronto Transit
Commission COVID-19
Campaign
ART DIRECTOR:

IAN DICKSON

PROJECT MANAGER & DESIGNER: CHRISTINA WHITFIELD RGD
DESIGNERS:

HARRISON, LAURA LEHMING,

ALEX BLACKWELL, HERMAN HO, NADIA SALVATORI

Toronto Transit Commission
COVID-19 Campaign

Toronto Transit Commission
COVID-19 Campaign

Kindergarten Registration is
TCDSB

“Imagine the
Possibilities”:
TCDSB
Kindergarten
Registration
Campaign
PROJECT

To combat the previous campaign in
which tcdsb’s dark maroon branding dominated the design, a brighter,
more student-focused campaign
was needed to help increase student enrolment through the annual
kindergarten registration. Directed
at prospective parents with kinder-

NOW OPEN
Register online at

soar.tcdsb.org
For more information call 416 222 8282 or visit tcdsb.org

garten-aged children, the goal of the
campaign was to achieve better levity
while still maintaining a professional
tone that would adhere to the board’s
image. The softer pink colour, combined with geometric icons mimicking
children’s doodles creating “halos”
around the kid’s heads, helped bring
out an element of playfulness to
speak to the kids as much as their

parents. The covid-19 pandemic provided a jumping off point for tcdsb
to start using motion graphics and
social media on a more regular basis,
using this campaign as a flagship
opportunity to leverage these digital
formats. Using a combination of digital ads and gifs, overall impressions
for the campaign achieved 207%
growth year over year.

COVID-19 Customer Campaign: Phase 1 - Print

PROJECT

COVID-19 Customer Campaign: Phase 2 - Print

To educate a broad audience of customers and employees of rapidly
changing covid-19 protocols, the campaign employed concise messaging
across a variety of communication
channels. Customer-facing collateral
focused on new policies and messaging reinforcing how the TTC keeps
customers safe, while internal messaging informed staff of changing
safety protocols, policy changes and
general updates. The key challenge
was to disrupt visual clutter and
deliver continually developing messaging. By identifying how customers
and staff prefer to access information
and targeting messaging accordingly, the team was able to reach target
audiences with clean, crisp visuals
that helped simplify complex messages and stood out from the photography-heavy advertisements that
dominated the transit system. The
TTC has achieved a 99% success rate
in mask compliance, which has been
significantly impacted by the successful message saturation driven by this
campaign.
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TRIUMF

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Radiation Environments
Infographic

COVID-19 Recovery
Signage

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

KATHERINE CARNEY RGD

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

CHUCK CHAN

ART DIRECTOR:

JOSE SILVEIRA

ACCOUNT MANAGER:

RACHEL CHOCHINOV

WRITER:

Wayfinding and Building Use Signs

JASON IP

ICONOGRAPHY:

THE NOUN PROJECT

Wayfinding and Building Use Signs
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COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community
COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community

On

e

COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community

COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
PEOPLE FOR THIS SPACE IS:

WAIT BEHIND
THE MARKER

COVID-19:
Protect Yourself
AT-HOME COVID-19
RAPID and Your Community
Continue practicing physical distancing.

COVID-19SCREENING
RAPID
ANTIGEN
ANTIGEN TEST:
STEPS FOR SELF-ADMINISTRATION

e
On

W
a
y

On

e

JESSE ABNEY

On

PRODUCTION:

Wa
y

SCIENTIFIC WRITER: CAMILLE BÉLANGER-CHAMPAGNE

On

JANANI RAMESH

W
a
y

ILLUSTRATOR:

DIANA CASTANEDA RGD

e

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:

On

Please remember to:
• Keep a distance of at least
2 metres from others.

2m

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose,
and mouth.

Continue practicing physical distancing.

• Wash your hands often with soap
and water or use an alcohol-based
hand sanitizer.

Please remember to:

• Avoid prolonged personal contact,
such as touching or shaking hands.
Consider greeting others with a nod,
wave or bow.

• Stand behind the markers on the floor and maintain
a distance of at least 2 metres from others.
• Proceed forward when the person in front of you
has been helped.

• Limit the number of items you touch.

STEPS FOR SELF-ADMINISTRATION

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.

COVID-19 RAPID
ANTIGEN TEST:
1. Insert swab into EACH
1. nostril
Lowerabout
mask1”below
deep nose,
and
swirl 5mouth
times. stays
ensuring
covered.

7. Set a timer for 15 minutes.
7. Invert dropper and put
3 drops into the testing
device well.

2. Insert the swab into
2. the
Insert
swab tube.
1” into EACH
prepared
nostril and swirl 5 times.

8. After 15 minutes check the
8. Start
the
timer.
device
for15-minute
your test result.

3. Swirl the swab tip in the buffer
3. fluid
Insert
swab into the
for the
15 seconds.
prepared tube.

9. Take a photo of your test
9. Move
tray ittotothe
result the
andtest
upload
the
sample
UChecktable
App.and dispose of
swab
in medical waste bin.
rapidscreening.ucheck.utoronto.ca

One red line: negative
Two red lines: presumed positive

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.
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MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
PEOPLE FOR THIS ELEVATOR IS:

PLEASE YIELD
TO ONCOMING
STAIRWELL TRAFFIC

Continue practicing physical distancing in this elevator.
Please remember to:
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• Keep a distance of at least
2 metres from others.

Continue practicing physical distancing
in the stairwell.

2m

• Take the stairs or wait for the
next elevator if it’s at capacity.

Please remember to:

• Avoid touching your face
after pushing elevator buttons.

• Keep a distance of at least 2 metres from others.

• Wash your hands with soap and
water or use an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer after leaving the elevator.

• Yield to anyone coming down the stairs by taking the
closest exit or waiting by the platform to let them pass.
• Wash your hands with soap and water or use an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer after touching handrails
and door handles.

STEPS FOR SELF-ADMINISTRATION
4.4. Remove
theswab
swabtipfrom
Swirl the
in the
the vial and replace swab
buffer fluid for 15 seconds.
in packaging.

10. Wipe
Dispose
of all
10.
down
theused
tabletest
and
materials (swab, viral,
chair in the swabbing station.
and slide) in the garbage.

5.5. Place
the lid
Remove
theattached
swab from
tothe
thevial
vialand
on top
of it swab
replace
to create a dropper.
in packaging.

11. Leave
NEGATIVE
RESULT: You
11.
the screening
sitemay
andproceed
to campus.
disinfect
hands upon exit.
POSTITVE RESULT: Do NOT come to campus.

Contact EHS and book a PCR test.
1. Lower mask below nose,
UNSUREtoRESULT:
Complete
6.6. Invert
and put
Placedropper
the lid attached
12. Return
work and
your another screen.
ensuring
If still unsure,
3todrops
intoon
thetop
testing
the vial
of it mouth stays results
will be contact
emailedEHS.
device
well.a dropper.
to create
as soon as they are ready.
EHS Contact: ehs.occhealth@utoronto.ca
covered.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.
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THIS WASHROOM IS INTENDED
FOR ONE PERSON ONLY

WATER FOUNTAINS &
WATER FILLING STATIONS

7. Invert dropper and put
3 drops into the testing
device well.

Do not put your mouth or
water bottle directly on the spout.

2m

Please KNOCK and TALK to
confirm availability before entering.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
The University
of Torontofor
is the
closely
monitoring
Please
visit utoronto.ca
latest
updates.the COVID-19 situation.
Please
visit
for the
latest updates.
For
more
onutoronto.ca
Rapid Antigen
Screening
visit uoft.me/rapid-screening

2. Insert swab 1” into EACH
nostril and swirl 5 times.

Stay 2 metres back until
it is your turn.

Not all occupants will hear you knock. If the washroom is
occupied upon entry, please exit and wait for them to leave.

Use a sink to wash your
hands after touching the
water fountain.

Priority access to be given to persons using mobility devices.

8. Start the 15-minute timer.
The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit utoronto.ca for the latest updates.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit utoronto.ca for the latest updates.
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Entry Screening Signs
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COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community

ATTENTION:
4.
Swirl the
swab tip in
the
READ
BEFORE
ENTERING
Do you have ANY mild, new or worsening symptoms?

buffer fluid for 15 seconds.
Runny or stuffy nose

Difficulty breathing or
shortness of breath

IMPORTAN
NOTICE

PREVENTION
AND PRECAUTIONS

RESTRICTED

10. Wipe down the table and
chair in the swabbing station.

2m

Decrease or loss
of sense of smell
or taste

Not feeling well,
extreme tiredness
or sore muscles

The Unive
Please vis

11. Leave the screening site and
disinfect hands upon exit.
Practice physical distancing and
avoid close contact with others.

Stay home if you are ill.

Avoid touching your eyes,
nose and mouth.

COVID-19: Protect Yours

HOW TO SANI

Falling down often
(in older adults)

Please remember to:

6. Place the lid attached
to the
vial yes
ontotop
it questions
If you’ve
answered
any of
of the
above, STOP. Please do not enter the premises.
to tocreate
dropper.
Remember
perform handa
hygiene
upon entry

Have you travelled outside of Canada in the past 14 days?
Have you been told by public health or the COVID Alert app to self-isolate or stay home?

Cough or sneeze into a tissue
and immediately dispose of it
in the garbage and wash your
hands afterwards.

Wash your hands often with soap
and water for at least 15 seconds.
If soap and water are not
available, use a hand sanitizer
with at least 60% alcohol.

12. Return to work and your
results will be emailed
as soon as they are ready.

Avoid prolonged personal
contact, such as touching or
shaking hands. Consider greeting
others with a nod, wave or bow.

1. Apply 1 to
2 pumps of
product to palms
of dry hands.

2. Rub hand
together,
palm to pa

Rub hands for 1

5. Rub fingertips
of each hand
in opposite
palm.

6. Rub each
thumb cla
in opposite
hand.

and follow safety precautions required when onsite.

e

If you don’t have a tissue,
sneeze or cough into the bend
of your arm.

If you experience symptoms of COVID-19, go home, self-isolate, get tested, refer to your local
public health website, or call your health care provider or Telehealth Ontario at 1-866-797-0000.
Inform your manager or applicable University contact.

Clean and disinfect frequently
touched objects and surfaces.

If you have tested positive for COVID-19, contact ehs.occhealth@utoronto.ca immediately.

Everyone must complete a daily COVID-19
symptom screening before coming to campus.
UCheck, the University’s self-assessment web portal,
is the easiest and most secure way to do that.
Visit ucheck.utoronto.ca or scan this QR code:
For more information, visit utoronto.ca/utogether2020/ucheck

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit utoronto.ca for the latest updates.

The University of Toronto is closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation.
Please visit our website, utoronto.ca, to read the latest updates.

PROJECT

In preparation for the partial return
to campus by students, staff, faculty
and librarians for the Fall 2020 academic term, the University of Toronto
required a cohesive and comprehensive signage system outlining all public health and safety measures. Initially intended to be a few signs used
in high-traffic areas, the scope of this
project expanded quickly in response

Back Campus fields are t
until further notice.

Pink eye (in adults)

Have you had close contact with a person who is sick or has COVID-19 in the past
14 days or is waiting for COVID-19 test results?

e
On

COVID-19: Protect Yourse

COVID-19: Protect Yourself and Your Community

Thank you for keeping ou

Fever or chills

Nausea, vomiting or
diarrhea. Abdominal
pain (in adults)

Wa
y

9. Move the test tray to the
sample table and dispose of
swab in medical waste bin.

Please remember to:

5.
the
Cough RemoveSore
throat,swab from
Unusual or longtrouble swallowing
lasting headache
the vial and replace swab
in packaging.

On

To capture the significance of triumf ’s operational capacity in a visually engaging and easy-to-understand
information graphic, the design needed to incorporate intricate, highly
technical information in a clear and
concise way. Operating a cluster of
radiation testing facilities under the
label “PIF & NIF” (for Proton Irradiation Facilities and Neutron Irradiation
Facilities), triumf serves commercial
clients such as aerospace firms, satellite companies, automotive manufacturers, and electronic parts manufacturers. Working closely with PIF
& NIF researchers, the illustrator and
art director established a clear format
prioritizing the brand and the usability of the final asset. The final deliverable was produced for a large print
display over the triumf Tour Route
and used for STEM outreach efforts.
Digital versions were also created for
use online and in screen displays and
presentations. The asset’s availability
in different formats has helped PIF
& NIF promote their services and
recruit collaborators.

3. Insert the swab into the
prepared tube.

Wa
y
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to ever-evolving health and safety
needs and government requirements.
Signs included entry screening posters, instructions for use of stairwells
/ elevators / escalators, room capacity
signage and directional indicators.
To be effective, all signage had to be
clear, consistent, direct and instantly
recognizable as an official sign posted
by the University. The team consulted

with the University’s AODA Officer
regarding type and icon contrast,
signage contrast on different backgrounds and language usage to ensure
accessibility. Over 82,500 signs were
printed and displayed across U of T’s
three campuses, and 942 signs were
downloaded for use by divisional /
departmental partners.

Ontario Age
Infectious D
Care Settin

The Univ
Please v
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WEST COAST SEEDS

RAJ SIDHU RGD
RICHELLE GAGNE

Dr. Bonnie Henry
Pollinator Blend

BLAKE SMITH

Dr. Bonnie Henry Pollinator Blend

Dr. Bonnie Henry Pollinator Blend

Photography

Photography
MARKETING MANAGER:

ELIZABETH CLARK

DIGITAL MARKETING SPECIALIST:
GRAPHIC DESIGNER:
PHOTOGRAPHY & DESIGN:

JASON TWETEN
UMA SHARDA

WE ARE THE NORTHERN
MARKETING INC.

CKO 2021 Badges
Badges are colour-coded to the type of visitor, with
an agenda easily accessible on the back

Dr. Bonnie Henry Pollinator Blend

Photography

CKO 2021 Poster

PROJECT

In collaboration with Dr. Bonnie Henry, the Provincial Health Office of BC
and Food Banks Canada, the team
created a pollinator-friendly Cosmos
flower seed blend with 100% of sales
donated to local food banks. Design
elements included photography,
packaging, graphics and animations
capturing three core messages: the
importance of supporting local food
banks, honouring frontline workers,
and planting for pollinators. The Food
Banks Canada logo is prominently
displayed alongside a quote from Dr.
Henry, describing the importance of
supporting local food banks during
the covid-19 health crisis. Text used
on the packet design plays on Dr.
Henry’s catchphrase: “Bee Kind. Bee
Calm. Bee Safe.” Over 25,000 packets
have been sold with over $220,000
raised in support of Food Banks Canada. The Dr. Bonnie Henry Pollinator
Blend has been featured in local and
national news stories and led to a
significant spike in website traffic
following the announcement of the
project.

RGD In-House Design Awards Submission, 2021 Dr. Bonnie Henry Pollinator Blend

CKO 2021 Day One Video
To view the full video, visit our page here.

VIDYARD

Vidyard 2021
CKO 2021 Day One Video
CKO
To view the Event
full video, visit our page here.

CKO 2021 Day One Video
To view the full video, visit our page here.

PROJECT

As remote work became the new
standard for many workplaces during
the global pandemic in 2020, Vidyard’s annual Company Kick-Off event
was used as an opportunity to enable
radical change in the way team members think about the product. The
concept of emergency broadcast systems was applied as a representation

of interrupting the “regularly scheduled program”, i.e. the way people did
business prior to the shift to remote
work. To balance feelings of uncertainty with an optimistic message,
the event focused on how Vidyard’s
product could help others during
a difficult time. Ominous tones of
emergency broadcast messages were

paired with a fun, retro vaporwave
aesthetic to achieve the desired effect.
Music, sound design and animation
were used to immerse the audience
of 200 attendees over three days,
and swag items were mailed to each
employee, all following a consistent
design system.
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Transit Shelter Ads (TSAs)
The second phase of communications incorporates a more emotional
focus. The design is deliberately modular, allowing flexibility to target
the message across the diversity of the city of Toronto. By changing
the thing that people would want to “get back to”, we can potentially
resonate with and appeal to very specific, hard to reach audiences.

Out-of-home Advertising

COVID-19
Immunization
Campaign

Page 8

oronto
City of T

CREATIVE DIRECTOR:
DESIGNERS:

SHANNON OLLIFFE

Clinic Signage

Brand Guidelines

NELL CHITTY, LUKE DESOUZA, KAY MA,

Page 6

MARC MAGUIRE, TED NILES, FUHAI VAN

PROJECT

Toronto’s immunization campaign launched in March
2021 to encourage the public to get vaccinated against the
covid-19 virus. Phase one included ads focusing on vaccine
eligibility and a call to action on why, where, and how to
book appointments with the message: “Let’s Get T.O. Vaccinated”. By June 2021, the wider population was eligible
for vaccine, and the campaign messaging shifted to an
emotional angle, focusing on future benefits with “Let’s
get back TO [activity]”. A bright colour palette of yellow,
pink, and blue set an upbeat tone and font choice, blocking and angle of text and elements helped the content
stand out amidst visual noise, while also adhering to the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)

and accessibility best practices. Metrics have shown that
ads are performing well, while the ultimate success is
seen in the high rate of vaccination uptake in the city of
Toronto, which is ahead of the Canadian average for vaccination rates in all age categories*. This feat is a result of
the efforts of numerous teams of people across the City,
and we are certainly proud of the role the in-house design
team played in getting here.

*Source:
https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/vaccination-coverage/ https://www.toronto.ca/home/
covid-19/covid-19-latest-city-of-toronto-news/covid-19-pandemic-data/covid-19-vaccine-data/
Page 4

Page 11
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Moveable
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TYPESETTING

Multilingual formatting.
MS Word and PowerPoint
templates.

PRINTING

Short-run digital, commercial offset,
large-format plotters.

PROOFREADING

Renowned proofreading and

Cougar® is noted as the premium paper of choice for conveying emotion and creating
memorable experiences. With three luxurious finishes, two colors, matching envelopes,
an extended digital offering and a vast array of sizes and weights, Cougar is a powerful
way to bring your project to life.

copyediting.

IMAGE WORK
Colour correcting
and retouching.

For more paper offerings and to explore our
online resources built to educate, engage
and inspire, visit paper.domtar.com .
moveable.com
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DESIGN:

Herschel
Supply
PRINTER:

Moveable
PAPER:

Domtar,
Lynx 100lb
Cover &
80lb Text

No part of this book of award-winning selections for the 2021 In-House Design Awards may
be reproduced in any form or by electronic or
mechanical means without the written permission of The Association of Registered Graphic
Designers, the designers or any individual
or corporate entity holding the copyright
of this work.
All work reproduced in this book has been
accepted on the condition that it is reproduced
with the knowledge and prior consent of the
actual owner of the image; consequently no
responsibility is accepted by The Association
of Registered Graphic Designers for any
infringement of copyright arising from publication thereof. Please note that the submissions
in this catalogue are intended to illustrate
the in-house design content of the individuals
and organizations featured. Any dates, offers
and claims mentioned may have changed and/
or ended since the date of release.
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